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Spark in the Dark Lantern Festival shines bright in New Denver
two years, and Bird says there hasn’t
been a full recreation program for the
residents for months.
“That was huge for me,” she said.
“I wanted to do something for them.”
The parade went down to the
Pavilion, where residents were
standing in the windows to watch
and wave.
“It was beautiful,” she said.
A short film of the event was

produced by local videographer Isaac
Carter. It can be found on YouTube and
is definitely worth watching.
The ‘Spark Team’ included Bird,
Leanne Fulton and Roni Jurgensen,
with Janice Found, Linda Norman,
Colin Moss, Leonard Casley and
Katrina Sumrall. Noel Fudge wrote the
‘Spark in the Dark’ song that everyone
sang in a round to start the parade.
Funding came from the Village

of New Denver, RDCK Area H, and
Columbia Basin Trust.
People’s Choice award winners
were announced February 3 at 6 pm,
the deadline for people to email their
top choices to the organizers. Winners
were: Violin by Irene Whitfield,
Bunny by Leanne Fulton, Celestial
Architecture by Carl Schlichting,
Dragon by Moss Perry, Boom Box by
Ryan Taks.
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a big effect.”
One of the biggest motivations for
the festival, Bird said, was the COVID
lockdowns at the Pavilion long-term
care home at the Slocan Community
Health Centre. As head of the Friendly
Visitor Program for New Denver
Hospice, Bird organizes volunteers
to regularly visit Pavilion residents
one-on-one. The program has been
interrupted by lockdowns over the last

Celestial Architecture by Carl Schlichting was the third choice of the people who voted for their
favourite lanterns at Spark in the Dark.

Irene Whitfield’s violin lantern won first prize ($100) in the Spark in the Dark Lantern Festival’s
People’s Choice Awards.
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by Jan McMurray
New Denver brought some light
into the world on January 31 with the
Spark in the Dark Lantern Festival.
Well over 100 people with their
hand-made lanterns joined the parade
down to the park, where the party
continued with the Kelowna bluegrass
band ‘Under the Rocks.’
“It far exceeded my expectations,”
said organizer Rosalie Bird. “It
exploded!”
The event was picked up by
CBC, and was promoted on Daybreak
South, Radio West and CBC TV
Vancouver. CBC’s new Kootenay
correspondent, Brendan Coulter, came
to New Denver to cover the event.
The event will definitely be held
annually, Bird said.
“For next year, we want to build
a giant mascot lantern and unveil
that in early January to kick off the
lantern-making workshops. We want
to move it into a whole month of
lantern festival.”
Bird says they will involve as
many community groups as possible.
This year, the hotdog stand was a
grad fundraiser, the hot drinks and
cookies concession was a youth
centre fundraiser, and the New Denver
Hospice Society was the sponsor
organization. Lanterns were auctioned
as a fundraiser for Hospice. Bird says
they want to “spread it around” and
will probably have a different sponsor
organization every year.
“It’s a total community event,” she
said. “The entire school made lanterns,
including the teachers, preschoolers
and Strong Start!”
The event was inspired by the
lanterns at New Denver’s millennial
celebration in Centennial Park on
New Year’s Eve 2000. Bird was on
the committee for that event.
This year, looking for a break
from the “dark times” we’re in, Bird
says she realized that lanterns were
just the ticket. “I wanted to find
something to unify us, even for one
night,” she said. “I think it did have

Moss Perry’s dragon lantern was one of the five People’s Choice winners.
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Regional hospital district board meeting, January 26: COVID critique, spending plan okayed
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter

Hewat to chair

The mayor of Kaslo is going to
be leading the board that oversees
Interior Health hospital operations
in the West Kootenay and Boundary
for another year.
Suzan Hewat was acclaimed as
board chair for a second term at the
West Kootenay-Boundary Regional
Hospital District at its quarterly
meeting in January.
Trail Mayor Lisa Pasin was also
returned to the position of acting
chair.
The WKBRHD board has
more than 25 directors, with local
politicians from both regional
districts and communities from Big
White to Lardeau.

COVID update

The fast-spreading omicron virus
is hitting the health care system as
well as the community hard recently,
IH officials told directors.
“We’re seeing sick rates that
have climbed, certainly since end
of December and persisted into
January,” said the Interior Health’s
new executive director of clinical
operations, Lannon DeBest. “This
has put an extraordinary amount of

pressure on the system itself.”
It was that pressure that drove
the recent announcement to reduce
services temporarily in some areas
(see below).
Directors from the north end of
the WKBRHD gave IH executives
an earful about the region’s COVID
response.
“The perception in the
community, in the Slocan Valley…
is that case rates are severely
underreported, especially from
the lack of testing facilities,” said
Silverton director, Leah Main. “And
partially because people are not
reporting. We know there are many
cases in the community and people
are hiding it. There are a lot of
vaccine-resistant people in the area
and protection-resistant people.”
“Right now I know at least 10
COVID cases in New Denver,”
added Colin Moss, the rep from that
community. “But I check the [CDC]
map and it shows three cases.
“Local residents have just
completely lost faith in the reporting
process.”
The board passed a motion
asking IH officials to pass on their
thanks for all the hard work of all
staff during the pandemic.

Service reductions

DeBest said a staffing crisis
forced IH to reduce service hours in
some facilities to protect the health
system in January.
“This is an international
phenomenon within health care.
We are seeing staffing challenges
exacerbated by a number of factors,”
said DeBest. “Omicron has also
drastically affected the system. The
number of sick calls we’re seeing is
impacting a significant amount of
the daily workforce, such that it was
proving to be even more difficult to
offer health services.”
On January 18, the Province and
health regions announced plans to
reduce services like surgeries, day
programs, outpatient clinics and
urgent primary community care.
The announcement hit many rural
locations, including New Denver’s
Slocan Community Health Centre.
“The need was to reinforce
staffing in core areas,” DeBest said,
noting the move had reduced the
number of Interior Health facilities
facing severe staffing shortages from
41 to 12.
“It was an effort that has proven
to have a positive impact, allowing
leaders to focus on other priorities,”
he said. DeBest added they “continue
to believe” the reductions will be
temporary, as they look to other ways
of stabilizing staffing.
Directors warned DeBest that
they had to do a better job getting the
message out to the public.
“There are a lot of local
residents that feel these cuts, at least
to the Slocan Community Health
Centre operating hours, won’t be
temporary,” said New Denver rep
Colin Moss. “IH and the health

ministry has to do a better job of
telling these concerned people this
is a temporary step.”
“We accept your reassurance
that it is going to be a temporary
closure in New Denver,” agreed
Silverton director, Leah Main. “But
the community is very upset about
this and IH has to do a better job
of explaining why these things are
being done, in a language people can
understand.”
DeBest, who has been in the
job for just four weeks, took the
directors’ comments as information.

Spending plans

Directors gave a thumbs-up to a
list of capital projects planned for the
region in 2022. In total, the region
plans to spend about $9.5 million
on new construction, renovation
and equipment purchases. Local
governments would be on the hook to
pick up about $3.762 million of that.
More than half that tab – $2
million – is for COVID-related
environmental and safety
improvements to the long-term
health care facility in Nelson.
The Arrow Lakes Hospital in
Nakusp is the only facility in the
Valley Voice readership area getting
significant work done this year,
with the replacement of the obsolete
fire alarm system for $99,000. The
ALH is also getting a $100,000
replacement for its decade-old
chemistry analyzer.
Staff told the directors that
construction inflation was really
biting into budgets this year, and is
expected to remain in the 10-14%
range for the next two years. That’s

driving up the cost estimates for
planned projects like a new MRI
facility for the regional hospital Trail.
The board approved the spending
plan.

Aging study

A study on the aging population
of the West Kootenay is, well,
aging. So directors voted in favour
of spending $18,000 on having
researchers refresh the seven-yearold data with new surveys, provincial
health stats and federal census data.
The update would be conducted
b y S e l k i r k C o l l e g e ’s R u r a l
Development Institute.
While officials at the meeting
said that IH already had access
to most of the information that is
contained in the studies, directors
like Garry Jackman said it was still
a worthwhile project for the board.
“Yes, you’ll find all of this data
somewhere else, but not presented
in this way,” he said. “And Interior
Health has a tremendous amount of
data. But they will look at the data
when they want to do something
about something [specific]
somewhere. They don’t compile the
data and give it to the public or us
in this format, where you get a big
overview very quickly… this is a
compilation made for us to give us an
overall understanding of who, what
our needs might be, what some of our
challenges are.”
Jackman says directors had a
better understanding of issues like
local travel times for health care and
the number of long-term or assisted
care beds needed because of the
2015 study.

Retallack’s tenure
expansion approved
by Jan McMurray
Retallack’s Crown land tenure is
now approximately 1,382 hectares
larger. The new terrain is immediately
to the east of the company’s tenure
that surrounds the lodge on Hwy 31A
between New Denver and Kaslo.
On January 5, the government
agreed to give Retallack this
expanded tenure, but didn’t give the
company everything it asked for in its
December 2019 application.
Retallack’s request to add limited
helicopter ski touring and helicopter
access in both its original tenure
area and the expanded area was
not granted; however, cat-assisted
ski touring will be allowed in all
‘extensive use zones’ except for the
London Ridge zone.
The government’s ‘reasons
for decision’ document says the
main issues raised during public
consultation were the disturbance
from helicopters, impact to habitat,
and restriction of public access to
Crown land.
The document says the
government worked with Retallack
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for a year and a half “to resolve the
conflicts and constraints raised during
the application referral, consultation
and review process.” As a result,
Retallack dropped the helicopter
activities, created ski zones, and made
no changes in the London Ridge zone
“to allow for further assessment of
cumulative impacts in this area with
respect to habitat and recreation
conflicts.”
The government’s decision
maker notes that no species at risk or
critical habitat were identified on the
expansion area, and impacts on First
Nations rights and title have been
mitigated.
In its application, Retallack
indicated it was applying for the
expanded tenure and different types of
ski experiences for its guests because
climate change – including changes in
winter temperatures and precipitation
levels – was affecting its operations.
Retallack has another adventure
tourism application pending. In
partnership with Lower Kootenay
Band, Retallack is proposing a
45-year permit for a 700-squarekilometre tenure in the South Purcells
for year-round helicopter-based
recreation. This application was
submitted in 2018 and is still under
review.
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Municipal leaders touch base on
Zincton ski development

by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
Municipal leaders from the area
surrounding the proposed Zincton ski
resort met earlier this month to discuss
the project and its potential impact on
their residents.
The municipal summit turned
out to be a low-key affair, with each
municipality deciding to go its own way
in responding to the project.
“I think it went well because I
felt everyone felt comfortable sharing
their views in a non-judgemental
environment,” said Kaslo Mayor Suzan
Hewat, who facilitated the Zoom
meeting. “It was good for us to hear how
other communities and areas might be
affected, as the impacts may be different
for each of us.”
“It was exploratory,” said Silverton
Mayor Colin Ferguson. “We didn’t mean
to come out with a firm commitment
from anyone. We had a good discussion
about stuff and everyone had input, and
we agreed there were joint concerns and
questions we had. It went very well.”
The online video call saw most of
the Kaslo and Silverton councils present,
as well as staff from both municipal
governments. Area D Director Aimee
Watson was unable to attend, and an
official from New Denver says they
never got the memo the meeting was
happening.
“We were notified of a proposed
meeting. We asked for clarification and
were told the agenda was still being
developed and they were still deciding
who all was going to be invited,” says
New Denver CAO Lisa Scott. “We
were never provided an agenda or
confirmation that the meeting was going
ahead as proposed.”
Despite the communication snafu,
Area H Director Walter Popoff, called it
a “fantastic” meeting.
“It was useful for me to hear what
information other local government
people had,” he says. “It was good
information sharing from all the
participants.”
The meeting was just for local
officials, and other governments and the
proponent were not invited to address the
meeting, Popoff added.
The Zincton ski resort proposal
would see a year-round hiking, biking
and ski resort built about eight kilometres
east of New Denver. The proponents
have asked for tenure on about 5,500
hectares of backcountry to support up to
1,200 guests a day. They say the project
could pump millions into the economy
and create 130 direct jobs.
However, municipal governments,
environmental groups and individuals
have raised concerns about impacts on
wildlife, public access and added stress
on emergency and other local services.
Those were among the issues discussed
at the February 1 meeting, Hewat says,
as well as the potential benefits of the
project, like a year-round increase in
local trade and more revenue from
Airbnbs and other rentals – which could
also be a double-edged sword. She said
all the local governments wanted more
information.
“It isn’t up to us to say yes or no,”
Hewat told the Valley Voice. “I believe
we all felt that there needed to be more

in-depth plans and information presented
to us.”
“We’re not in opposition, and if
anything came out of this, it’s that no
one is in opposition specifically, but the
devil is in the details,” said Silverton’s
Ferguson, noting the Village is remaining
neutral about the project. “And so far,
there’s not a lot of details. There’s a lot
of aspirations.”
Having touched base on the issue,
the local reps decided to each submit
their concerns to the Province as part of
the extended feedback process currently
underway. The Villages have until
February 15 to submit their responses to
the government on the project.
The Province is currently processing
thousands of public responses received
during the months-long review of the
Zincton Formal Proposal, which was
first submitted in September 2021. If the
proposal is approved, the proponents can
go on to submit a Master Plan describing
how the actual development of the resort
would take place. The Master Plan has to
address any concerns the Province raises
as a result of the public feedback, and
their own review.

Investment readiness
training coming to
the Kootenays

submitted
Kootenay Association for
Science & Technology (KAST) is
providing programming to local
tech entrepreneurs and businesses
in the Kootenay by partnering with
Spring Activator and Volition to run
an Investment Readiness Training
program from March through May of
this year. Impact investing emphasizes
a measurable, beneficial social or
environmental impact alongside a
financial return.
This training will be a nine-week
program facilitated by Spring Activator
and Volition, preparing Kootenay
region entrepreneurs and startups to
be investment-ready. Participating
entrepreneurs will gain unique insights
into the mindset of investors, learn the
fundamentals of seeking investment
capital and develop their own pitch
presentation. Each session will be a
hybrid event, allowing participants
to attend in person at the Nelson
Innovation Centre or via Zoom
Conference.
All Kootenay region tech
entrepreneurs and startups who are
ready to, or already are, raising funds
from investors are invited to apply
for this program. KAST is accepting
applications from now through to
Midnight on Monday, February 28,
2022.

SHELLEY BORTNICK,
MSW, RSW
Individual, couple and
family therapist
30 years experience

Offers counselling services involving
mental health (depression, anxiety,
etc.), addictions, grief and loss,
trauma and life transition issues.
For appointment, please call

250-265-3397
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OPINION

Protests

Pipelines, railroads, forestry,
statues, churches, BLM, antifa,
and now truckers. However, Prime
Minister Justin Trudeau regards the
truckers as a small fringe minority
that only represents those who don’t
want to get vaccinated. But, of all
the groups, they are the only ones
who actually work for a living. I
think their support comes from those
who want freedom from vaccine
passports, not the vaccine, and like
all the other protest groups, have
been infiltrated by extremists from
both the left and right.
By the way, how are the
investigations going on the tearing
down of statues and burning of
churches?
Patrick Mackle
Kaslo

Thank you for
COVID article

Thanks to John Boivin for his
excellent, well-researched article in
the January 27 issue detailing the
current status of COVID in the West
Kootenays (‘COVID cases in parts of
West Kootenay explode in number’).
We need more researched articles
like this giving the local, detailed
angle on COVID in the Kootenays.
It would be great to see future
articles like this on the front page so
readers can stay informed. Reporting
on COVID cases and the risks from
a local angle saves lives and our
valuable hospital resources. Thanks
again for this important reporting!
Jan Lee
Burton

The comma that
wagged the New
Denver dog

Dear council – Period
Will you compromise – Question
Mark
Please, please – Exclamation
Point

I want to walk off-leash – In
Parenthesis
I can change the meaning of a
sentence – Period
Did you not see me – Question
Mark
Look, here I am – Exclamation
Point
I am small and powerful – In
Parenthesis
Chica Butt-Kosling
New Denver
(Rayn and Andrea’s dog)

Kindness

Dear Brothers and Sisters: We
need more kindness. My name is
Mike. I’m an electrician who is
blessed to live in Krestova, where
I grow peppers and tomatoes that
make uncounted friends and family
smile. Was driving to Castlegar,
snow was melting. A nice young
couple was out for a walk. I slowed
down so not to splash them, got a
great smile and a thank you wave.
COVID, lockdowns,
vaccinations, masks and all the
associated garbage has hit us like
a hammer, but it’s time to get back
to normal. Smile at your friends
without a mask. Have our children
enjoy and love going to school again.
And stop the pitting and antagonism
against each other. One GOD made
us all, and the light shines bright and
beautiful.
Mike Kinakin
Krestova

Zincton

Regarding the Zincton proposal,
the human footprint on this planet
is already too large. We are in a
climate emergency. Growing the
economy must take a drastically
different direction than the garbageand carbon-producing economy of
today. The permafrost is melting
across the vast areas of Canada and
Russia. As methane is released, the
effects will be compounding and
become exponential. International
trade and travel must stop. We must
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move toward local self-sufficient
economies and abandon ill-conceived
concepts of world trade, tourism and
other affluent behaviors. Mother
Nature has and will shut down global
supply chains. You don’t want to
be caught without locally produced
supplies. Further development of the
human footprint must stop. Zincton
is a prime example of what we don’t
need and should not want.
Ed Nixon
Perry Siding (Winlaw)

Choices have
consequences

One can drive drunk on the left
side of the highway, risking a headon collision. One can celebrate God
by dancing around the hardware
store naked, offending its patrons
and getting shown the exit. And one
can opt out of a COVID vaccination,
making one’s anatomy more
contagious and/or more susceptible
to a novel virus.
These are personal choices. But
being Black, Gay, Jewish, or Indian
is – and this should be stupidly
obvious, dear Roland – not at all
the same thing. Personal choices ≠
human rights.
Civilized society functions by
balancing liberties with rules and
norms for everybody who chooses
to participate in it; by caring as much
about public safety, public decency,
and public health as about yourself.
What Roland and those
participating in the truck convoy are
upset about isn’t a loss of freedom but
rather the hard reality that exercising
those freedoms, those choices, can
have consequences – as much for
themselves as for those around them.
Kelly Oakley
Balfour

Off-leash bylaw
fiasco

Municipal bylaws are passed and
adopted by the people we elect to
manage the municipality. All par for
the course, but I have yet to hear of
municipal council and staff flat-out
denying an adopted bylaw exists as
it stands. Our current council appears
to be doing just that in regards to
the off-leash dog area west of the
highway, to water/lake (we all know
where it is due to clear signage there
posted by the Village).
I’m confident the Village could
find a way to incorporate multi-use
activities without pulling a fast one
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and pretending the off-leash dog
park doesn’t exist when it plain well
does! We all want what’s best for
our community, its dogs and visitors,
right?
Council and staff, please work
with the people of your town to sort
this situation out. Don’t gaslight
us and move forward with the
development/changes without
hearing us out about the off-leash
area. We need more positive solutions
and cooperation between folks, not
one-sided platforms, especially here
at home.
Tana Mcphee and Morey
New Denver

Spiritual
violence

What I have learned over time is
that people who are spiritually violent
are extremely dangerous and that
their crimes are crimes against all of
humanity. Life cannot coexist with
these types of crimes because they
are crimes incompatible with any and
all forms of life on the planet. In our
history, this type of war was described
as a spiritual war, because these people
are capable of things we would not
imagine is possible. Their identity
and crimes against humanity remained
hidden and therefore outside our
understanding. This lack of openness
allowed it to occur again and again.
This is why the truth needs to be
openly stated in our news. And the
identities of these perpetrators along
with their crimes needs to be fully
disclosed. We live with people who are
spiritually very different than us and
for our safety, our rights as spiritually
non-violent people need to be built in
our system because at this time our
system and laws were hurting us in a
way we would not imagine is possible.
For more information: publications
2020-2021 include: It’s Greek to me;
It’s Greek to me and more; Visitors
Style 1,2,3, by Tamara Patricia Balla.
Just clarifying a confusion. I did not
attend a pancake breakfast with any
federal leaders recently or even in
the past for those who saw or thought
you saw me.
Tamara Balla
Kaslo

Open letter to
David Harley
and associates

Please keep your 1% for the
planet. We see through your capitalist
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glasses, overfull. We won’t be able to
see our wilderness past your fat-cat
skiers with even fatter pockets. Keep
your condos, your empty promises of
recognition in being on this unceded
First Nations land. You promise
“prosperity for all parties.” What
about the wolverines, the grizzly
bears, the fragile wildflowers? Leave
us our silence, our solitude. What
does it mean to “align with the First
Nations”? Your words are pretty,
without the ‘R’. Keep your Teslas in
the city; your electric incentives are
futile. We want to work for the view,
and remain out of cell service and out
of sight. Keep your latte machines
at the Valley bottom. We know what
you’re all about. You’re trying to
sell us our own water, bottled up,
labelled and sold back to us, when
we could have had it fresh from the
creek, without your garbage, for
free. We don’t want your jobs, your
developments, your slogans. We just
want what’s already here, as it is,
already ours to discover, wild and
free. We don’t want your excrement
in the backcountry. We don’t need a
lift, we’ll walk.
Breanna Hall
Winlaw

Quote taken out
of context

As much as I don’t like
Trudeau, and the fact that he has
said some truly appalling things
lately, the quote attributed to
him in the letter in the last Valley
Voice was taken completely out
of context.
He was actually disagreeing
with the Notwithstanding Clause
of the Charter of Rights.
AP News reported: “A review
of the video from The Canadian
Press shows Trudeau said: ‘What
the notwithstanding clause
does, is says, regardless of the
fact that we are attacking your
fundamental rights, or limiting
your fundamental rights, and the
Charter says that’s wrong — we’re
still going to go ahead and do it.’
“Trudeau went on to say that
he agreed with his father, former
Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau,
that the clause ‘is not a great thing
to have’ in the charter. Trudeau
said political calculations at the
time of the charter’s enactment in
1982 led his father to conclude that
the clause’s inclusion was better
‘than to not have a charter at all.’”
The quote has nothing to do
with the mandates. He was talking
about the law in Quebec that
prohibits the wearing of religious
symbols by public servants – in
this case, a woman who was fired
from her teaching job for wearing
Hijab.
It’s really best to try to find
the real quote in context before
sharing.
Tia Leschke
Winlaw
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Response to
‘Open letter to
Kaslo council’

I have to point out what may be
obvious to some, but perhaps not to
everyone, regarding the letter from the
Langham Cultural Society, quoting
numbers about how many events they
have had with and without enforcing
vax passes. The numbers might actually
be somewhat meaningful if you gave
the total numbers of events since the vax
pass came into play, not for the last two
years of the entire plandemic, including
all of the many months before vax passes
even existed. Reading those numbers as
written reminds me of the title of one of
Bill Gates’ favourite books: How to Lie
with Statistics.
Besides, any amount of
discrimination is unacceptable. Period.
Stop making excuses. The letter sounds
very desperate, like you are trying to
deflect your guilt at enforcing those
discriminatory and unconstitutional
passes.
I also wish to commend Councillor
Knoll on being the only Kaslo councillor
to advocate for the rights guaranteed to
all citizens under the Canadian Charter
of Rights and Freedoms. This has taken
considerable courage and fortitude on
his part and I really do appreciate it. Let
me remind people that he is working
to protect your rights and freedoms,
regardless of your beliefs and opinions.
The scathing tone of the Langham’s letter
only makes me appreciate Councillor
Knoll’s strength of character even more.
Sada Nam Khalsa
Kaslo

The Lisa-Liz Ross
connection of
December 2, 2021

I feel compelled to have to support
Lisa’s position. In my opinion, unless
there is a full and complete disclosure
of a vaccine’s contents – what they
are in terms you and I can clearly
understand, what each of the contents
is derived from or what it is made
from, and to what benefit or harm each
content will be to the recipient’s immune
system – anything short of this is not
only misinformation but misguiding.
Anyone signing a consent form without
being supplied all the information is not
giving informed consent. In Liz’s letter,
she writes of Tromethamine. She states
it is a “buffer agent.” What is a buffer
agent? Liz neglects to tell us so we can
understand. What is Tromethamine?
What is it derived from or made from?
How is Tromethamine going to benefit
the recipient’s immune system? What
harm might it cause? From what Liz
says, it is a “preservative.” Is this a
new name for Thimerosal, a mercury
derivative that is in vaccines? Liz states
adverse events are studied by vaccine
safety experts. She neglects to tell us
the pharmaceutical industry supposedly
does this. If you had chickens, would you
put a fox in the chicken house to protect
your chickens?
Long-term effects of the new mRNA

technologies are unknown. RNA gene
therapy products have never been
approved for prior use in vaccines nor has
this science been verified by independent
researchers and been published in
peer-reviewed journals. So how can
anyone say these vaccines are “safe
and effective”? They cannot know what
hasn’t been tested. The experiment
continues.
Blaine Bennett
Creston

Off-leash dog
park is an asset to
the community

The off-leash dog park on the south
Carpenter Creek dyke and community
gathering green space is a valuable asset
to the town and community. People from
all over the town and valley, and visitors,
come to enjoy the unfettered scenic
views, to regularly meet each other and to
socialize, whilst their equally unfettered,
furry life companions run, fetch and play
or walk together from the highway down
to the lake and creek mouth. It is the only
off-leash dog park in the vicinity. Some
people just like to walk along or sit to
gently enjoy the peaceful serenity, whilst
enjoying the delightful symphony of the
creek and the wonderful unobstructed
view of the New Denver Icefield across
the lake. What a saving balm to the soul!
The recent revised Centennial Park
Master Plan will bring lots of great new
infrastructure to our little town, including
the recreational opportunities of a grand
new all-wheels park. Of that I have little
doubt. But how can the town remove
one long-established, centrally located
green space asset (the off-leash dog park)
and replace it with another? Isn’t there a
solution that will serve both well into our
communities’ bright future?
Also, as a homeowner who resides
relatively close to the south Carpenter
Creek dyke, I am concerned about the
long-term liability issues that could
arise from an all-wheels park located
in a relatively isolated area, as well as
the noise and other potential conflicts
between users and adjacent long-time
residents.
Is there not a better location that
might serve the community’s purpose
better? The school grounds perhaps
where sources have said it was already
pre-approved several years ago?
Lori Nicholson
New Denver

Division

When I received this email from my
older sister, I knew I had made my point.
“Now you completely lost it... You
spread the lies of irresponsible people
who twist scientific evidence… Do
you really think you could impress or
convince well-informed people with
your fairy tales?”
Some of the readers probably will
agree with my sister in Ontario.
Fortunately, Bonnie Henry indicated
that we have acquired a certain amount
of immunity so they can relax some of
the health measures in the near future.
What does that mean, enough
immunity? Did she also mention

concrete, specific numbers, like 30%
or 60%?
Where does that immunity come
from? Of course not from the vaccinated,
as the mRNA treatment doesn’t impart
immunity. Even after booster jabs,
infection and disease spreading still
occurs. There are also fatal breakthrough cases reported.
Maybe Henry has an immunometer
(something like a clinometer) to indicate
the flattened curve? Maybe the immunity
stems from vaccine-free people who
enhance their immunity through diet,
vitamins, minerals and exercise?
Only super cool Dr. Bonnie knows.
My Ontario sister states that the
science-twisting people like Professor
Qimron are a small minority. Yes,
minority is a hot item. For instance for
Trudeau, who isn’t willing to speak to
truckers, but often converses with Klaus
Schwab of the World Economic Forum,
recently at Trudeau’s reception in Davos.
By the way, do we as taxpayers have to
pay for that reception?
I personally do not intend to contact
the FMLG – the Fringe Minority of the
Liberal Government. I would prefer a
leader who represents all Canadians.
Breaking news: The virus IHU
was detected in Marseille coming from
Cameroon. It is more contagious than
Omicron, of course.
With IHU, you end up in ICU.
But maybe the world leaders in Davos
decided to give us a break till September
2022?
Wulf Mense
Winlaw

Interfor’s FSP
five-year proposal

The written comment period for
Interfor’s Forest Stewardship Plan
(FSP) is now closed, to be approved
by July 9, 2022. Under the Forest Act
Agreement, this FSP can be utilized
by the Agreement Holders upon
approval – Interfor Corporation, and
Yucwmenlucwu (‘Caretakers of the
Land’), the Splatsin (Shuswap) First
Nation’s corporate resource forestry
company. This FSP tenure covers Arrow
Kootenay Boundary, Trout Lake south
to Nakusp, Grand Forks, and west to
Rock Creek. For this stewardship plan,
forest practices and objectives were
established in the early ’90s, in the West
Kootenay-Boundary Land Use Plan
and subsequently a socio-economic
strategy called the Kootenay-Boundary
Higher Level Plan (KBHLP), under
the Forest Practices Code (FPC). This
was to provide new labour-intensive
and value-added jobs. First Nations did
not participate in the land-use decisions
contained within the West KootenayBoundary Land Use Plan.
The KBHLP was retired when the
FPC of BC Act was changed in 2002
to the Forest and Range Practices Act
(FRPA). This is a forest strategy result
a self-regulated assessment policy
after timber harvesting. Variances and
exemptions have been made to this
plan. An exemption for social, economic
stability objective results was made by
the District Manager of Arrow Boundary
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Forest District in May 2006, meaning that
Interfor isn’t responsible or accountable
for environmental, social, financial
impacts to the public or communities
in this tenure. With minimum green-up
heights and mature old-growth timber
harvesting being more cost-effective
and profitable for large corporate forest
companies, and with 80% of the land
base designated to integrated, enhanced
forestry development, 11% protected,
9% private, this has created a heavily
unbalanced forest industry. Add an 11%
emissions carbon footprint coupled with
marginal green-up values and out-ofcontrol commodity lumber prices, I don’t
accept this as forest stewardship and
the BC government should not approve
this five-year proposal without renewed
fundamental forest policy change.
Mike Simpson
Rural New Denver

Open letter to
BC Government

Given the growing body of global
evidence that COVID vaccinations
do not work to stop transmission
or even prevent infection, it is time
for the BC government to abandon
any further vaccine mandates. Aside
from the fact that you are using
state-of-emergency declaration under
the amended Emergency Program
Act as false cover for human rights
violations under several national
and international legal statutes, the
evidence is in that the highest number
of Omicron cases are now among the
fully vaccinated. Worse, an unbiased
assessment of statistics for adverse
reactions and deaths caused by these
gene therapy experimental injections
proves that active harm is being done
to patients. Thus, if you continue to
mandate vaccination programs, you
may be legally implicated in causing
bodily harm and death.
Before going into the evidence,
I will caution you that criminal cases
are being launched in several countries
against officials who have perpetrated
this fraud on the public. As I reported
in my Substack newsletter on January
19, a British legal team has filed
a complaint with the International
Criminal Court (ICC) at The Hague,
charging British government officials
with “crimes against humanity” and
other offenses related to their COVID
measures. Named as defendants are
Prime Minister Boris Johnson, his
current and former health minister,
and numerous other officials,
including the CEOs of the top vaccine
manufacturers. This probably explains
why Johnson has ended both mask and
vaccine mandates so suddenly.
As to the evidence of the harm
caused by these experimental
‘vaccines,’ The Rio Times reports that,
“A new scientific study of 145 of the
most COVID-19 vaccinated countries
globally has found a significant
increase in transmission and death
after the jabs were introduced. The
99-page study… found that in the
United States alone, the coronavirus
jab has caused a staggering 38% more

COVID cases per million. On top of
that, the COVID-19 shot has caused a
31% increase in deaths per million.”
American insurance companies are
reporting a catastrophic 40% excess
mortality rate in the 18- to 64-yearold demographic since the vaccine
rollouts. A team of Canadian doctors
and scientists analyzing Pfizer’s first
six months of post-vaccination data
concluded that these jabs may “cause
more illness than they prevent.”
Surely it doesn’t take an ethics
professor to make it clear to you that
with such alarming data, an immediate
halt to all such vaccination programs
is required. International medical
experts and scientists have long been
calling for such a halt, such as Dr. Peter
McCullough, Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi,
and many other highly credentialed
individuals. That the populace has
been enrolled in a giant medical
experiment is verified by the fact
that the pharmaceutical companies
acknowledge that the ‘vaccines’ are
in trial phase until 2023 and that they
were licensed only under special
emergency dispensation.
Article 1 of the Nuremberg Code
states that it is illegal to deploy “any
element of force, fraud, deceit, duress,
over-reaching, or other ulterior form
of constraint or coercion” to pressure
people to accept an experimental
m e d i c a l p r o c e d u r e . Va c c i n e
“passports” clearly fall into the
category of coercion and are therefore
illegal and immoral. According to
British lawyer Anna DeBouisseret,
anyone who participates in a coercive
vaccination campaign violates the
principles of the Nuremberg Code,
International Declaration of Human
Rights, the Helsinki Declaration of the
World Medical Association and other
relevant statutes can be held personally
liable for damages. Unless each
medical practitioner has fully briefed
their patient on a) any known potential
side effects or adverse reactions; b)
any and all alternative treatments,
including making such alternatives
available to the patient should they so
choose; and unless they have obtained
“fully informed consent” from their
patient, they are culpable under these
statutes.
Article 10 of the Nuremberg
Code states: “During the course of
the experiment, the scientist in charge
must be prepared to terminate the
experiment at any stage, if he has
probable cause to believe… that a
continuation of the experiment is
likely to result in injury, disability, or
death to the experimental subject.”
The above-cited study of 145 of the
most vaccinated countries on Earth
provides ample evidence for any
ethical medical health officer to shut
down vaccination campaigns now. As
elected representatives and appointed
medical authorities, to fail to do so
is to confirm your complicity in the
propagation of harm, making you both
legally and morally culpable.
Art Joyce
New Denver
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Heroes to villains

I find it inconceivable to
imagine that people still believe
the government. They tell us that
their draconian laws, mandates and
lockdowns are meant for our own
safety and greater good. That they
really care about our welfare. If they
are so concerned about our health
and welfare, why do they allow
the merchants of death to peddle
their wares with impunity? The
merchants of death being the tobacco
companies, the fast-food industry
and big pharmaceutical companies.
The biggest strain on our health
care system is not the unvaccinated
as they would have us believe. It is
people with self-inflicted ailments,
such as heart and lung disease
caused by smoking and diabetes and
obesity caused by eating too much
processed crap sold in the guise of
food.
I’ve heard it said that respirators
are being monopolized by the
undeserving, unvaccinated COVID
patients when they should be in
the hands of deserving legitimate
patients suffering from lung cancer
after 40 years of smoking. Beds
occupied by the unvaccinated
could be better used by people with
terminal diabetes after 40 years of
eating processed food.
I remember when we had our first
COVID-related death and Bonnie
Henry delivered her condolences to
the family of an old man she did not
know with tears in her eyes.
Where are the tears for the
many people dying of overdoses
in this opioid crisis started by the
pharmaceutical industry? Where are
the tears for the homeless and the
many young suicide victims with no
hope for the future? Where are the
tears for the health care workers who
chose not to comply with the vaccine
mandate? Heroes you called them,
working tirelessly to save the lives
of our loved ones from the dreaded
COVID at great personal risk. These
same people who are now being
threatened with the loss of their
livelihood if they don’t comply and
get the vaccine. Heroes to villains in
just a few months.
Somewhat reminiscent of how
we treated our veterans.
How about some tears for all the
old people who died of loneliness in
isolation? How about some tears for
all those injured by the vaccine, but
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we don’t talk about them, do we?
But tears are not what we need.
What we need is truth, transparency
and trustworthy leadership. We need
democracy, not hypocrisy.
Roland Werner
Slocan

advise the Israeli government
to vaccinate the Israeli people.
Professor Qimron seems to enjoy
denouncing his health experts just
as Wulf is denouncing ours. Better
to read Andy Shadrack’s letter of
January 27 to stick to reality.
Richard Eichenauer
Fauquier

vaccinated, especially with three
shots, are faring way better than
the unvaccinated when they do get
infected.
The unvaccinated are filling
up hospital beds and intensive
care units to a way greater extent
than the vaccinated; and are
preventing other patients from
urgent treatment.
To count on natural resistance
(like in herd immunity) to the
virus through getting COVID-19
is like playing Russian roulette.
The newest research seems to show
that resistance through infection is
highly unreliable.
Serious side effects from
vaccinations are so minimal as to
be negligible – at least they are
no greater risk than any medical
treatment or medication.
Serious effects from infection
with COVID-19 are devastating
and sometimes long lasting.
There are so many different
rumours about conspiracies that
they cancel each other out. The attimes quoted medical authorities
against vaccination and safety
restrictions are most times
discredited by their colleges.
The sometimes-quoted
Barrington declaration, issued
at the start of the pandemic,
states in its third paragraph: “...
until a vaccine is available...”,
meaning the undersigned experts
in epidemiology were hoping for a
vaccine to be found. Their preferred
approach, “Focused Protection,”
has been realized to a great extent.
Why should I trust far-fetched
conspiracies and ignorant news
clippings more than long-studied
and experienced immunoligists,
biomedical scientists and millions
of physicians worldwide?
What does all that mean to a
logically thinking individual? Get
vaccinated, unless you prefer to
become a casualty to the virus!
If the coronavirus and its
variants hang around us and prove
to be unbeatable, it will be proof that
nature feels no need for us humans
to hang around any longer. What
comes up, must go down – unless
we can keep ourselves in check (I
mean our human population) – and
so far we have been unable to do
that.
In his letter of January 27, Wulf
Mense describes Professor Ehud
Qimron as a leading immunologist.
He is obviously not leading the
many other Israeli scientists who

So you’ve followed all the
mandates since March 2020. Stayed
home, lost income, worn masks,
forfeited medical care, kept your
distance, got tested. When the
experimental injections became
available you lined up, believing
this was the way back to normal.
And then again, and again.
When friends tried to tell you
something was wrong, you shunned
them. When they sent you links to
news or scientific studies warning
that all was not as it seemed, you
ignored them.
Now you have a QR code to
scan to access activities you enjoy.
But you are still masking, social
distancing, and all the rest. When
variants keep coming faster and
faster, you blame the unvaccinated,
as you are told to do. You believe
the mandates are laws, and that
even more mandates are needed
to crack down on those who are
holding everyone back. You believe
violations of our Charter rights are
justified.
Now project a few months into
the future. You are told you need
another booster, and you line up
again. Only this time – Heaven
forbid – you are not so lucky. You
suffer serious long-term damage,
just like the thousands of people
your friends have been trying to tell
you about. So you turn to the medical
establishment for help, but they
won’t listen, tell you it’s all in your
head, that you have “post-pandemic
stress disorder” and there is nothing
they can do. You are in constant pain
and riddled with severe neurological
and cardiac symptoms. You find
there is no compensation available.
Your family goes bankrupt trying to
care for you.
Or, again Heaven forbid, this
happens to someone you love.
A few more months go by in this
terrible state. Then the government
says everyone needs yet another
booster. There is no way you are
going to comply, or that the people
who have tried to help you through
this are going to comply.
But you find there is no mercy.
Two years of doing as you were
told might have been a dream. Just
as with the nurses, truckers, and
others who have gone ‘from heroes
to zeroes,’ no one wants to hear
about your plight. Your vaccine
passport expires. Your QR code is
now worthless. Even if you were
able to enjoy going to a restaurant
or a concert, you would not be

Thoughts about
COVID-19
Segregation from
Okay, what are our experiences
with COVID-19 so far? The the other side
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allowed in.
You are now in the same boat
as the unvaccinated people you
shunned a few months back. Only
much worse, because your health
is ruined. In addition, in the interim
more and more mandates have been
passed down and you are not only
banned from discretionary activities
but from grocery stores, medical
care, and your bank account.
Impossible? These things have
already happened in some places.
Segregation feels very different
when you’re the one being
discriminated against, and when
the goalposts keep changing, that
will eventually include most of us.
Unless you join us in –
peacefully, lawfully – refusing to
comply.
Lisa Ross
Kaslo

Village of
New Denver’s
response
puzzling

I am truly puzzled by the
Village of New Denver’s response
to the proposal to share the current
designated leash-free zone with
the all-wheels skills park. When
citizens come together to plan
a solution that works for both
interested parties, the Village
should listen and facilitate.
Instead, they claim the offleash area does not include the
fields that have been used as such
since 2006, where the Village itself
installed signs declaring it as an
off-leash area. Recently, they have
put out a news release on their
website that states, “Council has
not rescinded, altered or changed
this Bylaw, and does not intend
to.” They’ve also written, “The
Village does recognize that at this
time, off-leash dog walking has
been permitted outside of the area
established by Bylaw No. 598.”
To claim that the bylaw does not
include the field area is ludicrous.
Just because a bylaw doesn’t suit
the purpose you’ve now decided
on for an area doesn’t mean
you can just interpret the bylaw
differently than it was intended.
In the March 15, 2006 issue of
the Valley Voice, it was reported
that the New Denver council was
“directed to investigate the south
side of Carpenter Creek, west
of the highway to the lake, not
including the marina as a possible
dog leash-free zone.” That sure
sounds like the whole area to me,
as does the actual bylaw which
reads, “...the designated leash-free
zone, that being ‘the dike area
south of Carpenter Creek, west
of Highway 6, past the TV tower
to Slocan Lake and Carpenter
Creek.’” Somehow, the Village
has decided that the bylaw means
just from the TV tower down to

the lake.
The news release also states,
“While it is clear there are
members of the community who
have an interest in retaining the
entire area from Highway 6 west
to the TV towers for off leash dog
walking...” This is misleading
as the group working with the
all-wheels skill park proponents
is looking to SHARE the space
safely.
The current off-leash area is
an important component of our
community. It is well used 365
days per year by those with and
without dogs for exercise as well
as socialization of both dogs
and humans. Being able to have
a chat with other community
members safely outdoors has
been especially important during
the last two years. In less than an
hour each time I’m there in the
afternoons with my dog Zola, I
usually meet up with half a dozen
dogs and their humans. The field
area is invaluable not only because
of its size, which allows dogs to
romp safely together, but also
because of the level walking path
which can accommodate those
with mobility issues – unlike the
area from the TV tower to the
lake, which the Village wants us to
believe is the actual off-leash area,
and which is littered with tripping
hazards and floods each spring.
I wrote an email to the Village
on January 9 and did not receive a
reply. I hope that they are reading
these letters to the editor in this
and the previous issue and will
hear us and consider working with
the two interested groups to come
up with a solution that works for
both parties.
Tamara Claxton
New Denver

Kaslo – the
most beautiful
place in the
world

My wife and I have travelled
to many locations in Europe and
North America. We have enjoyed the
beautiful sights, the amazing foods
and the wonderful, friendly people.
One of the things that has made
our journeys across the world one
notch better than average has been
the ability to find a public washroom
when it was needed. We have been
to Kaslo several times over the years.
One of the items that we found
lacking to make Kaslo “the most
beautiful place in the world” was
the lack of a public washroom. With
our visit this year, I can now declare
that Kaslo is truly “the most beautiful
place in the world.” Congratulations
on what you have done to beautify
Kaslo’s main street by adding those
two buildings just west of the Kaslo
Hotel.
David Dickinson
Edmonton
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‘Grow Arrow Lakes’ aims to build region’s local food industry
submitted
An economic development
organization in the Arrow Lakes area
is working to help rebuild the region’s
agricultural sector.
The Nakusp and Area Development
Board’s ‘Grow Arrow Lakes’ project
seeks to bring the region’s growers,
producers, and farmers together under
one brand. This brand will distinguish
produce, farm-raised products, and
value-added consumables of the
Arrow Lakes region from those that
are produced and grown elsewhere.
The project also will also support
and encourage those “who envision
themselves deriving an income from
some form of agriculture,” says an
NADB news release.
The idea behind ‘Grow Arrow
Lakes’ began in September 2021, when
the NADB invited area businesses and
groups to attend an open meeting so
that they could determine what actions
they should take to support the region’s
economic development.
Local people involved in
agriculture held a second meeting
with NADB officials, which resulted
in an overwhelming recommendation
from those in attendance for the board
to engage in the revitalization of the
region’s agricultural sector, the release
says.
NADB received $15,000 from
the Economic Trust of the Southern
Interior (ETSI-BC), $3,000 from
RDCK Area K and $5,000 from
NACFOR’s Legacy Fund to launch

the project.

‘Spirit of growing’ still
alive

The Arrow Lakes region was once
a vibrant growing area that supported
numerous communities and families.
The growing of fruit and vegetables
also spawned ancillary businesses
such as jam and pickle factories, a
crate and box company, and solutions
to the challenge of transporting these
perishable goods.
The industry was basically wiped
out by the flooding of the Arrow Lakes
in the 1960s.
“Though many of the grand
orchards and farms of the region are
mostly long gone, the spirit of growing,
producing, and agriculture is still here,”
the NADB release says. “In recent
years the Arrow Lakes region has seen
dramatic growth in population, with
families and retirees alike moving onto
acreages with a desire to follow in the
footsteps of the area’s trailblazers.”
The initiative will also help build
some level of local self-sufficiency, as
recent supply-chain disruptions have
highlighted the need for communities
to be able to grow and produce its
own food.

Building consumer
awareness

The Grow Arrow Lakes initiative
will endeavour to “build a path to
market” for the area’s agriculturalists
by creating the new brand identity, a
website (by early March), and directory

of local producers. The initiative will
investigate the opportunity of creating
a central access and distribution centre
where residents, businesses, and
visitors to the region can access fresh,
frozen, and preserved food as well as
products of the Arrow Lakes area.
Grow Arrow Lakes will begin
sending out invitations to the region’s

growers, producers, and farmers in the
next few weeks. They are also seeking
to connect with interested emerging
small producers and growers along
with those individuals who would
begin to grow or produce if they had
access to education, mentorship, and a
path to market.
Currently, there is no cost to

participate in the directory or in the
promotion of Grow Arrow Lakes
for those within the Nakusp area
boundaries of Edgewood to Halcyon
Hot Springs and east to Summit Lake.
They encourage any interested
individuals to connect with them now
by emailing info@growarrowlakes.
com.

by Jan McMurray
School District 8 Kootenay Lake’s
international program is back up to a
healthy number of students this school
year, despite the ongoing pandemic.
Last year was “a really low year”
with 39 international students, reports
Jann Schmidt, district principal of
international education at SD 8. “But
we covered the costs of staffing and
all the bills, so we’re grateful for that,”
she said.
This year, there are 82 students
from 14 different countries in nine
schools across the district. This is even
more international students than SD
8 had in 2019-20, the year just before
COVID-19 hit.
“It wasn’t as hard for international
students to come this year as it was
last year, but this was the second
hardest year in our history,” said
Jann Schmidt, district principal of
international education at SD 8. “It’s a
testament to our program and our staff
that we were able to welcome such a
large number.”
Schmidt says they were in

communication with the public health
officer, Canadian Border Service,
Transport Canada, and the Ministry
of Education. “There were so many
organizations that had restrictions and
requirements we had to meet.”
Students had to have proof of
vaccination, have a pre-arrival COVID
test, and go into quarantine until the test
results came back. “So it was pretty
stringent and we had to work hard,”
she said.
There were unforeseen difficulties,
as well. The Castlegar airport was in
one of its pandemic shutdowns, so
the students had to come in via the
Cranbrook airport. “Every step of the
way, we had to think about safety
and requirements,” she said, “but not
one case of COVID came in with
the international students. Some have
caught it here, but the fact that nothing
was brought in by them is a huge
testament to the coordinated efforts.”
Schmidt says Canada, and
particularly BC, is a very popular
destination for international students.
“People love our area, with all the

outdoor opportunities. Canada has a
great reputation for being welcoming,
safe and clean. Most students come
from European countries, so they have
the same ethical stance around the
environment. Many countries don’t
have the access to the outdoors that we
have here, and they want their kids to
have that experience.”
A huge part of the success of SD 8’s
international program is the Homestay
families, Schmidt said. “Our families
really want to welcome an international
student into their family, and the
students feel that. There is a tax-free
$900 per month payment to compensate
the families for the costs of having the
student, but that’s not why our families
do it, and I think we are getting that
reputation.”
The students this year are from
Austria, Bangladesh, Germany, Italy,
Japan, Mexico, Mongolia, China,
Korea, Spain, Switzerland, Ukraine,
Vietnam and the Czech Republic. Ten
of this year’s 82 international students
are attending Mt. Sentinel Secondary
in South Slocan.

SD 8 international program bounces back
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CBT announces funding for trails in Nakusp and Slocan Valley
by Jan McMurray
Columbia Basin Trust has
announced another round of
successful Trail Enhancement grant
recipients, and the Nakusp and Area
Bike Society, the North Slocan Trails
Society, the Slocan Heritage Trail
Society and the Valhalla Foundation
for Ecology are all on the list.
The Nakusp and Area Bike
Society is receiving $26,480 to
begin developing a connector
trail between Nakusp and the Mt.
Abriel Recreation Site, about eight
kilometres north of Nakusp. CBT
has also provided the society with
funding for five positions under
the Basin Job Experience Trail

Crew Program. The society has
developed a network of adaptive
and regular mountain biking trails, a
campground, and a day use area on
the Mt. Abriel site.
The North Slocan Trails
Society is receiving $42,320 for
phase two development of the ‘Butter
Me Up’ trail in Rosebery. Phase
two will see six kilometres of the
eight-kilometre adaptive trail built
this year. The trail is expected to be
completed in 2023. The Butter Me
Up trailhead is about five kilometres
up West Wilson Creek Road. Butter
Me Up will lead to the trailhead of
the Butter trail, and the bottom of the
Spine adaptive trail.

“Butter Me Up will be really
good for families, so will be an
alternative to Butter, which is more
for technical riders,” said Abi Marsh
of NSTS.
Larch Landscape Architecture
will design the trail, and Kimberley
Joines, a paralypmic skier from
Edmonton, will help ensure the trail
is built to adaptive standards.
The phase two project is
expected to cost $60,000. The society
has an application in to the CBT
Community Initiatives Program.
The Valhalla Foundation for
Ecology is receiving $11,200 for
Snk’mip Marsh Sanctuary Trail
accessibility, phase two.

“This year’s CBT grant will
allow us to complete the trail for
people with disabilities – work we
started last summer,” says Lorna
Visser of VFE. “We need to add
some resting benches and create
some additional switchbacks to make
the pathway a bit less steep in a few
places. Last summer, we created
a parking spot for handicapped
parking, and from there folks can
wheel along the trail, past a couple
of new ponds we created, to access
a large marsh-overlook viewpoint
for a great view of the marsh and its
creatures such as the resident beavers
and waterfowl,” reports Lorna Visser
of VFE.

by Jan McMurray
The all-wheels skills park in
New Denver is $65,000 closer to its
$250,000 fundraising goal, thanks to
a provincial grant for shovel-ready
tourism infrastructure projects.
“This grant was totally a surprise!”
said Abi Marsh of the North Slocan
Trails Society. “We were turned down
over a year ago for this grant, so we

really are pleasantly surprised.”
The project will cost $240,000$250,000. The society has already
raised $10,000 through GoFundMe,
up to $39,000 through the Village
of New Denver’s gas tax fund, and
$8,000 in in-kind donations from local
machine operators and trail builders.
They expect to hear from Columbia
Basin Trust in mid-March about their

request for $180,000 under CBT’s
outdoor recreation program.
“If the CBT grant comes through,
we hope to start construction in midsummer,” Marsh said.
The society has hired Brady Starr
of Starr Trail Solutions out of Golden
to design and build the trail, with a local
crew working with him. Marsh says
there will be an asphalt pump track, with
dirt jumps alongside the track.
“Brady has an awesome reputation,”
Marsh said. “The pump track he did in
Golden is amazing!”
Starr designs and builds both trails
and pump tracks, and recently built a
new adaptive trail in Golden.
Marsh says the society has asked
Starr about making New Denver’s
pump track adaptive – suitable for
wheelchairs and adaptive bikes. “It’s
very preliminary,” she cautioned. “We
haven’t heard back from him on it yet.
We won’t know until he starts the design,

and we’ll see how the budget goes.”
The facility is part of the Centennial
Park Master Plan, which puts it in the
grassy area along Carpenter Creek
between Kildare and Josephine – the
area currently used as the off-leash
dog park. Dog owners and the North
Slocan Trails Society are willing to
work together to make room for both a
dog park and a pump track in this area,
but the Village of New Denver does
not seem open to revising the master
plan on this.
“The exact location of the track is
out of our control, so we just have to go
ahead with our planning,” Marsh said.
“We are looking forward to working
with everyone to bring the park project
forward.”
Local people who have offered inkind donations include Bryn Perry, Tyler
Paynton, Pete Schwartz, Stuart Nelson,
Leonard Casley, Mitch Petersen and the
Retallack crew.

Pleasant surprise for New Denver pump track project

Village of New Denver notice re:
off-leash dog walking
The Village of New Denver posted
the following notice on its website on
January 28 entitled, ‘Off Leash Dog
Walking.’
New Denver’s Off Leash Dog Area
was established in 2006 by Bylaw No.
598. Council has not rescinded, altered
or changed this Bylaw, and does not
intend to. This Off Leash Area will
continue to exist and is shown on Page
34 of the Centennial Park Master Plan.
Council is looking forward to
working with the community to develop
this area and make it another fantastic
feature resulting from the development
of the Centennial Park Master Plan.
The Village does recognize that
at this time, off-leash dog walking
has been permitted outside of the area

established by Bylaw No. 598. While
it is clear there are members of the
community who have an interest in
retaining the entire area from Highway
6 west to the TV towers for off leash
dog walking, the intention is for the
area east of the TV tower access
road to become a pedestrian corridor,
accessible to all users (not just those
with dogs), and home to a variety of
recreational infrastructure such as
an all-wheels skills park with room
for future expansion, a playground, a
gazebo, open greenspace, and more.
This is what has been identified in the
Centennial Park Master Plan as well as
the Village’s new Active Transportation
Network Plan, both having received
public input.

submitted
Few things can survive and thrive
for 36 years without evolving and
adapting. For 36 years, the North Shore
Photography Challenge competition had
been held live, in-person, in a theatre.
Gordon Cornwall, the event
coordinator commented: “In the shadow
of Covid, that format was no longer
appropriate. We had to adapt and, we
did. Last year, for the first time the
competition was hosted on Zoom and
this platform turned out to be extremely
popular. Incredibly, the event set both
attendance and image submission
records.”
This year, the 38th competition will
again be hosted on Zoom. Now, there
are no longer geographical or crowd
size constraints to view the event and
the society expects the event to once
again set new attendance and submission
records.
The North Shore Photographic
Challenge is hosted by the non-profit
North Shore Photographic Society. The
society is based in North Vancouver

but since weekly meetings have moved
onto Zoom, the membership has grown
to include individuals from throughout
BC and the Yukon.
On Saturday, March 5, 2022 the
NSPS will host the 38th annual North
Shore Photographic Challenge. The
competition will be proceeded by a
keynote presentation by acclaimed
wildlife photographers Connor
Stefanison and Jess Findlay, who will
share stories from the field and lessons
learned.
The main program with competition
images from clubs and individual
photographers will start at 7 pm. Sponsor
breakout rooms will be open beforehand
and in intermissions. Over $5,000 of
photography-related raffle prizes and
door prizes are to be won. Tickets to
the event, $15, may be purchased from
North Shore Photographic Society at
www.nsps.ca.
Images submitted from past years
can be seen on the website.The deadline
to submit photos is February 12 at
midnight.

Annual photography competition grows during COVID
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The Slocan Valley Heritage
Trail Society is receiving $71,500
to stabilize and repair a section of
the Slocan Valley Rail Trail about
600 metres north of the Winlaw
bridge. Helene Dostaler, president
of the society, says this area has
been sloughing for years as old
creosote pilings from the railway
have failed. The society has a plan,
done by an engineering firm last
year, to repair the trail section with
riprap, geotextile fabric, gravel and
sand, and to revegetate with native
grasses, plants and trees.
“Hopefully, it will be done this
season, in late summer, outside of
bird nesting season,” Dostaler said.
“We have the environmental and
archeological permits, and we’re
in discussions with another funder
about the other half of the funding.”
She says the trail will have to be
closed for a couple of weeks while
the work is being done, as it will
involve heavy machinery.

It pays to advertise in
the Valley Voice

• Call 1-833-501-1700 for details •
email: valleyvoice@valleyvoice.ca

Support the Valley
Voice with a voluntary
subscription

Only $5-$50
Send Cheque or Money Order to:
Valley Voice, Box 70,
New Denver, BC V0G 1S0

Ministry of Forests, Lands and
Natural Resource Operations
BC Timber Sales 2022 Public Referral
Kootenay Lake Operating Areas

The public is invited to review and comment on the 2022 Referral prepared by the
BC Timber Sales Planning Forester under its approved Forest Stewardship Plan. The
question and comment period will be open from January 28th until March 28th, 2022.
The 2022 Referral includes forest development in the following areas:
Hawkins Creek
Kaslo River
Hall Creek
Maps and more information can be viewed online at:
https://bit.ly/3rtLN11
The blocks and roads are in early planning stages. At this time, they demonstrate
interest and are subject to changes as more information is gathered.
Comments must be submitted by mail or email:
BCTS Planning Forester, BC Timber Sales, Nelson Office, 1907 Ridgewood Road,
Nelson, BC, V1L 6K1
Email: anna.tobiasz@gov.bc.ca
Ph. 250-825-1100, Fax 250-825-3411
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West Kootenay snowpack deepest in province
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
Heavy snowfall early in the new
year has pushed the West Kootenay’s
snowpack levels to the highest in the
province.
The River Forecast Centre’s first
update for February says precipitation
conditions were good for snowpack
to build up in the region.
“The provincial weather pattern
shifted in January, switching
from very cold and relatively dry
conditions in late December to
wetter conditions for the first half of
January,” an update released February
1 says. “…Regional snowpack levels
vary from normal to well-abovenormal for February 1st, based
solely on [automated weather station]
locations.”
Those snow stations showed
accumulations more than double at
some locations, with the Duncan
Lake Dam 2 site (near Meadow
Creek) showing levels 217% of
normal. The East Creek station, also
in the North Columbia, was at 154%
of normal. Leon Creek near Nakusp
was showing snow levels at 137%,

Our valley’s green
grocer since 1990

• Fresh
• Organic
• Wholesome
1290 Hwy #6
Crescent Valley
250-359-7323
– Open daily –

(Closed Christmas & New Year’s day)

while Redfish Creek near Nelson
was at 124%.
Those recordings pushed the
West Kootenay to top spot for overall
accumulation in the province –
though several stations also declined
slightly in the region during the drier
second half of January.
Some areas of the province are
still below average, including the
Okanagan and Lower Fraser. The
provincial average for all automated
snow weather sites is 112%, down
slightly from earlier in the month.
By February 1, on average,
approximately 67% of the total
seasonal snow pack has accumulated.

While it’s too early to directly assess
the danger of flooding during the
spring freshet, river forecasters are
keeping a watch on the situation.
“The mountain snowpack
accumulation season extends for
another two to four months, but early
normal to above normal snowpack
conditions indicate an increased
risk for snowmelt-related flooding
during spring 2022 for the Interior,”
they caution.
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Meanwhile, experts monitoring
the condition of the snowpack say the
danger of avalanche is ‘considerable’

in the backcountry – in the middle
range of risk levels.
“It is uncertain how reactive
the recently buried weak layer is to
human triggers,” Avalanche Canada
said in its February 4 assessment of
the snowpack in the South Columbia,
which includes the Arrow Lakes
region. “Once triggered, it will likely
result in a large avalanche that can
have serious consequences.
“This uncertainty is best managed
with conservative terrain choices.”
It also said conditions were
similar in the Kootenay Boundary
area.
“The snowpack may take time to

recover from the weekend warming
and the buried surface hoar may
remain reactive,” the agency said.
“Treat open slopes at and below
treeline with extra caution. The weak
layer from mid-January down 40-70
centimetres may also be a concern in
some areas.”
The agency said risk levels
would stay the same in the South
Columbia, and improve in the
Kootenay Boundary region, as the
week progressed. However, anyone
travelling in the backcountry should
always ensure they have proper
equipment, and plan for avalanches
occurring.

of snow in that storm, parts of Nelson
reported 40 centimetres or even more.
Ellis says the difference was because
of snow density.
“Average snow density is usually
around 10:1 or 12:1 in this area – in
other words, one centimetre of melted
snow water equivalent can produce
between 10 and 12 centimetres of

snow,” he says. (That heavy, wet snow
you can make great snowmen from is
dense, about 7:1. The light fluffy stuff
you can sweep off your deck is much
less dense, usually around 20:1.) “But
with the storm January 2-3, densities in
some area were much lower – closer to
30:1 or 40:1!”
Things got drier later in the month

as a blocking upper ridge pattern set
up over the area. Cooler than average
temperatures helped allow for total
snow to be up 40% and rain down 65%,
despite total monthly precipitation
being within 1% of normal.
Ellis says the moderate La Nina is
expected to continue, but to weaken as
February progresses.

submitted
Artists in all disciplines – as well
as arts and culture organizations – are
invited to apply for funding through
the Columbia Kootenay Cultural
Alliance (CKCA), which delivers the
Arts and Culture Program on behalf
of Columbia Basin Trust.
The Trust partners with CKCA
for the delivery of arts and culture
programming, as well as representing
the interests of the arts and culture
community in the region.
“The pandemic continues to be
a challenge for artists as well as arts
and culture organizations; however,
we are hoping that the arts sector will
fully regain its strength. This year’s
funding cycle will again support the
creation and dissemination of art in
the Basin,” said Stephanie Fischer,
CKCA chair. “We appreciate the
Trust’s investment in arts and culture
through the CKCA. As we’ve seen
over the past 20+ years, the direct
positive impact on emerging artists
and arts and culture organizations
is huge, while also enriching
communities and the lives of Basin
residents.”
For 2022-23, CKCA is
receiving $750,000 from the Trust
to directly support arts and culture
projects. Funding is available for
individuals and groups through
the following programs: funding
through community arts councils;
minor capital arts projects; touring;
arts and cultural mentoring / master
classes; major project arts; artists in
education; and an art presenting and
creation program for organizations.
Applications are adjudicated once a
year by local arts councils and the
CKCA Steering Committee. Funding
also supports the development of a
regional arts and cultural publication
and the popular Columbia Basin
Culture Tour, which will occur in
August 2022.
“The Trust is pleased to partner
with CKCA, which offers valuable

support and expertise in the arts
and culture sector and develops and
celebrates artists and art organizations
who contribute to the vibrancy and
well-being of the region,” said
Michelle d’Entremont, Manager,
Delivery of Benefits. “Together
we are supporting, growing and
strengthening arts and culture in
Basin communities, and increasing
access to the unique culture of Basin
life.”
Visit www.basinculture.com,
for more information about programs
and application procedures. Please

note, applications will now be
submitted online for most programs.
Call CKCA at 250-505-5505 or
1-877-505-7355 for any additional
questions.
CKCA applications must be
received by March 4 or March 11,
2022, depending on the program.
Columbia Basin Trust supports
efforts to deliver social, economic,
and environmental benefits to the
residents of the Columbia Basin. To
learn more about Trust programs and
initiatives, visit ourtrust.org or call
1-800-505-8998.

submitted
BC Hydro data shows several
electricity demand records were broken
in 2021 after extreme weather hit BC
at different times of the year.
The new report titled, ‘2021: A
record-breaking year for electricity
demand and extreme weather,’ shows
BC Hydro had record peak loads in
2021 due to extreme temperatures in
both summer and winter that lasted for
extended periods of time.
“We use peak loads to describe
the electricity demand in the province
during the highest load hour of each
day,” says Kyle Donaldson, BC Hydro
spokesperson. “With the heat dome
in the summer and the sustained cold
temperatures in December, we saw
more record-breaking hours on more
days last year than any other single
year.”
In summer 2021, many places in
BC broke temperature records, and
BC Hydro experienced 19 of its top
25 all-time summer daily peak records,
including breaking its all-time summer
peak hourly demand record.
The 2021 holiday season saw
extremely cold temperatures and heavy
snow throughout BC that resulted in
the highest and longest sustained load
levels ever experienced on the BC

Hydro system. Overall, this winter so
far, BC Hydro has experienced 11 of its
top 25 all-time daily peak records. In
fact, on December 27, BC Hydro broke
its all-time peak hourly demand record.

Avalanche danger
‘considerable’

January sees ‘classic’ La Nina winter continue
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
The ‘La Nina’ weather pattern that
began in 2021 continued last month as
the new year began.
“For us with La Nina winters,
we often see cooler-than-average
temperatures – and precipitation is
a wild card,” says Jesse Ellis, a fire
weather forecaster at the Southeast
Fire Centre in Castlegar. “What we
saw this month was cooler-thanaverage temperatures and near-normal
snow – a pretty typical La Nina
pattern.”
January started off with a series
of active Pacific frontal systems that
produced 70% of the month’s total
snow in the first seven days, says Ellis.
No temperature or precipitation records
were broken last month, and the mean
monthly temperature was 0.4 degrees
below average.
The greatest 24-hour snowfall
occurred on January 2 (mostly
overnight), with 24.6 centimetres in
Castlegar, followed by an additional
eight centimetres mainly during the
morning of the 3rd.
But what intrigues Ellis about
that night was the way different
communities, not far apart
geographically, received wildly
different amounts of snowfall. While
Castlegar got those 24.6 centimetres

Arts and culture grants now available

Extreme weather shatters
electricity demand records in 2021

Anxiety about supply

In 2021, the weather also
caused electricity anxiety for British
Columbians – in a survey conducted
by BC Hydro, 76% of respondents said
they are concerned about the reliability
of their electricity supply because of
climate change.
“BC Hydro has enough supply
options to meet growing demand for
power,” says Donaldson. “We have
always seen our highest demand in the
winter months, but demand for power
in the summer months is catching
up and we saw a distinct shift in that
direction last year with more airconditioning load.”
BC Hydro is well-positioned to
provide safe, clean, reliable electricity
to its customers during increases in
demand and can also help people
reduce their carbon footprint, officials
say. Enough power is generated to meet
the province’s projected needs until
about 2030, and plans are in place to
build on conservation and generation
efforts to keep supply and demand in
balance.
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submitted by the Kaslo Climate
Action Team
Recent extreme events – the
heat dome, wildfires, flooding, and
landslides – have all of us reeling
as the impacts have been so severe:
loss of life, homes, livelihoods, and
infrastructure. Many of us are asking
why these events are occurring and
want to understand how we should
plan for the future.
Let’s start with the basics:
Scientists agree that these events are
directly related to climate change.
They also agree that climate change
is the result of human activities
like the extraction and burning of
fossil fuels, the accumulation of

industrial waste, deforestation, and
the industrialization of agriculture.
These activities have accelerated
since the beginning of the industrial
revolution about 250 years ago.
The result has been the release of
ever-increasing volumes of carbon
emissions into the atmosphere,
which trap the sun’s energy, warm
the planet, acidify the oceans, and
destabilize weather patterns.
We hardly need to be told that
climate change is here now, not
something that is coming in the
future. After these last months, it is
impossible not to believe climate
scientists when they tell us that we
are now in a climate emergency.

It’s hard to figure out all the
science, and it’s hard to know
what to do. But it’s clear that we
must bring carbon emissions down
dramatically and quickly if the
planet is to remain livable. This short
article is the first of a series that will
present some clear information on
the climate emergency and offer
practical suggestions about what
individuals can do.
Last fall and winter, you may
have read a series of articles in our
local papers on zero waste. We’re
back now with this new series. Who
are we? We’re members of the Kaslo
Climate Action Team (KCAT), a
group who came together a few years

ago because of our common concern
about climate change. This informal
group meets monthly (on Zoom for
now) to discuss and plan different
actions. We are not experts, but
we try to learn as much as possible
about the climate emergency and
the positive steps that individuals
can take to help the situation. One
of those actions is to write these
articles. We’d be very interested
to hear from readers on any topics
you might like to see addressed
in an article. A few topics already
suggested are: talking to your kids
about climate change; lowering the
carbon footprint of our homes; and
Official Community Plans face the

climate emergency. Please send your
topic suggestions to: kcat4climate@
gmail.com.
We believe that most individuals
are aware that there is a real threat to
the planet; they want to be informed
and want to take personal action that
will make a difference. We ask that
you take whatever action you can.
Every step helps. We hope these
articles will inspire you. If you
would like to join KCAT for the
support of a team, please send an
email to the same address.
The Valley Voice publishes these
articles free of charge when space
permits. Please support them with a
subscription or a donation.

submitted
After an extensive nine-month
search, the Selkirk College Board of
Governors has chosen Dr. Maggie
Matear as the next president of the
regional post-secondary institution.
With a diverse resume that
includes teaching, economic and
community development, strategic
planning and post-secondary
leadership, Matear will arrive to her
new position on May 30 to take the
reins from current president Angus

Graeme.
“Maggie is the right person to
lead Selkirk College into the future,”
says Scott Weatherford, chair of
the Board of Governors. “She has a
strong academic background, great
experience in the post-secondary
sector and a successful history of
engaging with and working in rural
communities. She brings significant
experience with the types of
communities where we operate, which
gives her a real appreciation for the

unique challenges and opportunities
that lie ahead for Selkirk College.”
Matear is currently the vice
president of University Services,
Finance & Administration at Yukon
University in Whitehorse, where
she is responsible for overseeing
finance, human resources, mental
health and wellness, infrastructure,
and continuing studies. As interim
president for the last year, Matear
helped lead that institution through
the challenges of the COVID-19
pandemic.
Matear began her post-secondary
career as a community adult educator,
teaching and coordinating training
programs in remote Indigenous
communities. Over the last 30
years, she has worked primarily in
rural communities in an impressive
array of positions that include
management consulting, strategic
planning, stakeholder engagement

and organizational development. She
has also held leadership positions
in economic and community
development settings, and served on
a wide range of non-profit boards.
“It’s an honour and privilege to
be coming in as the next president of
Selkirk College, especially following
in the footsteps of Angus,” says

Matear. “This opportunity combines
everything I love to do and the
experiences I have gained over
the years coalesce really nicely
into this one position: my roles in
post-secondary, in leadership and
community development, and my
interest in advancing the goals of
reconciliation.”

Selkirk College selects new president

Dr. Maggie Matear will be the tenth president in Selkirk College’s history beginning May 30,
2022. Currently a vice-president at Yukon University in Whitehorse, she is seen here at that
school’s 2021 virtual convocation.

Co-op offering grants for community spaces
submitted
Co-ops across Western Canada
are helping to create places for
everyone through the Co-op
Community Spaces Program – and
are inviting groups to apply for
funding this month.
The Co-op has made $1
million available to support capital
projects dedicated to recreation,
environmental conservation and
urban agriculture this year.
Co-op Community Spaces was
launched in 2015 to help protect,
beautify and improve local spaces.
Since then, it has provided $10.5
million to 147 local projects,
including parks, greenhouses and
sports fields.
“Co-ops have been supporting
their local communities for years

because we believe that communities
thrive when there are opportunities
to connect, grow and learn,” said
Pam Skotnitsky, Vice President of
Strategy at Federated Co-operatives
Limited. “Now more than ever,
we’re proud to invest in projects
that will preserve nature and create
places where we can come together,
build relationships and support one
another.”
Co-op invites registered nonprofit organizations, registered
charities or community service cooperatives to apply online between
Febuary 1 and March 1, 2022.
Funding between $25,000 and
$150,000 is available per project.
To learn more about Community
Spaces, apply for funding or enter the
contest, visit communityspaces.ca.
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Valhalla Hills Nordic Ski club keeps busy

Valhalla Hills Nordic Ski
Club is full-on this winter
season. With the recent
explosion in interest for crosscountry skiing nationwide
due to it being a healthful
way to get exercise and avoid
crowded buildings, this little

club has seen a 50% increase
in membership in just two
years.
“The Jack Rabbits and
Bunnies programs are filled up
and brimming over with 40+
kids and six coaches leading
our lessons and practices

on Saturday, Tuesdays and
Thursdays,” said coach and
board member Scott Kipkie.
After a year’s hiatus due
to sport restrictions, Valhalla
Hills Nordic junior racers
have been attending races
from Canada Cup and World
Junior trials in Vernon and
Canmore, to the BC Winter
Games trials and the local
Kootenay Cup series races in
Kimberly and Rossland. VHN
doesn’t have a big squad of
racers but given the size of
our local communities, this
club is doing well with 9-10
athletes from Nakusp, Hills,
Winlaw and New Denver.
Race results as well as club
membership can be accessed
online via Zone4.ca and use a
keyword search like ‘Valhalla’
or ‘Kootenay Cup.’
Valhalla Hills Nordic has
improved its trail grooming
with the additions of another
utility snowmobile and
84-inch-wide Ginzu groomer.
The result is a smoother trail
surface for skate skiing and for
controlling speed on the many
fun downhills.
The board is actively
working towards acquiring a
snow cat to reduce the labour
and improve the quality.

Specifically, they are actively
seeking an electric snow cat
that would quietly groom
all the trails in less than 1.5
hours. This will be a future
fundraising project and a first
in Canada.
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The Valhalla Hills Nordic
Ski Club board would like
to thank RDCK Area H
(Community Development
F u n d ) , C B T, S l o c a n
Community Legacy Society,
Gaming Grants, Valhalla

M o u n t a i n To u r i n g , t h e
Silverton Resort, New Moon
Tea Co. as well as membership
and day pass contributors for
making it possible to purchase
and maintain the ski trails and
equipment.

Some of the Jackrabbits getting ready for a Saturday lesson with the new grooming equipment at the Valhalla Hills
Nordic ski area.
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Freedom rallies held across the West Kootenay
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About 300 people turned up from across the West Kootenay and Slocan Valley for a freedom
rally held in Castlegar January 22, where a full program of speakers and musicians entertained
the crowd. The rally was part of a globally coordinated event. Protestors lined both sides of
Columbia Ave and the majority of drivers passing by honked their support.

About 160 people and four local trucks gathered in Kaslo on January 29 to stand in solidarity with Canadians across the country and people around the
world in the Freedom Convoy movement. There was Freedom cake and coffee, compliments of Teresa’s Coffee Shop. Regular vigils take place in Kaslo
every other Saturday in front of City Hall, held by BeyondTheDivide, a citizen group promoting unity and opposing vaccine mandates and passports.

In Nakusp, about 100 people attended the January 29 Freedom Rally at Mountain Top Coffee Co. to listen to speakers and musicians. There are two rallies
per week in Nakusp – on Wednesdays in front of the Village office and on Saturdays at the Mountain Top Coffee Co. – that usually attract 12-20 people.

In Nelson, there were hundreds of people out to support Freedom Convoy Kootenay, which
consisted of about 40 large commercial trucks and 200 cars on January 29. On February 6, the
group organized another convoy. This one was 10 kilometres long and travelled to Ymir, Salmo,
Fruitvale, Castlegar, Trail and back to Nelson. Hundreds of people took to the streets to support
the convoy.
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Valhalla Hills Ski club competitor endures tough conditions on, off-track
submitted
Valhalla Hills Nordic skier
Kolibri Drobish is back to
the races after a long year
of COVID restrictions on
competition and a bout of
mono the year before.
Nineteen-year-old Kolibri
called December’s Canada
Cup Races a “rough start”
after facing strong competition
and finishing 7th out of 33.
She competed against other
under-20 athletes in four races
over two weekends at Vernon.
In early January, after
a month training hard at
home on the Valhalla Hills
Nordic ski trails, she attended
the national trials for the

Olympics and World Juniors
races in Canmore.
While she just missed
getting to the World Juniors
in Norway next month, she
executed good performances
and met some of her technique
goals in skiing better starts
and finishes and maintaining
efficient technique. That
helped her finish 14th and
17th respectively on the very
hilly 10- to 15-kilometre
courses.
All the racers all took
a beating with the -20°C
temperatures at the January
8 races.
S o m e o f D r o b i s h ’s
Kootenay peers fared a little

better in the push to reach
the national team. Jasmine
Drolet of Rossland qualified
as first alternate for the Winter
Olympics to be held in China

in February, while Marielle
Ackerman from Kimberly
qualified for World Juniors
with a first-place sprint in the
U20s.

Drobish is currently
back to attending university
in Bozeman, Montana,
training with the Bridger Ski
Foundation and doing races in

the US. Her sights are now set
on improving upon her results
when she returns to BC for the
Canadian Ski Nationals to be
held in Whistler, March 20-27.

Kolibri Drobish from Hills at the national trials for the World Juniors races last month.

Open house planned for climate-change jobs program for youth
submitted
A group of young adults
in the West Kootenay have a
few more job skills in their
pockets thanks to a successful
collaboration between Kootenay
Career Development Society
(KCDS) and Wildsight.
Fresh from this successful
venture, the two organizations
are again teaming up this

year to help young adults find
employment and education
in the field of climate change.
They’re holding an open house
February 22 for youth interested
in participating.
The two organizations
collaborated to train a crew of
young adults as part of the 2021
West Kootenay Youth Climate
Corps (YCC) program. Through
KCDS’s Fast Forward Program,
the Wildsight-hosted team was
able to receive employment skill
training and support, as well as
industry-specific training and
a subsidy for buying workappropriate clothing.
Wildsight’s Youth Climate
Corps empowers young people
to inspire and implement
solutions to the climate crisis
through employment, training,
and leadership development.
Crew members, ages 1730, earn wages, gain work

experience, build networks, and
develop themselves personally
and professionally. Meanwhile,
they complete projects that both
benefit their own communities
and support global efforts to act
on the climate crisis.
YCC crew members
participated in a three-week,
condensed version of the Fast
Forward Program. This program
includes strength and values
assessments, goal setting,
career exploration, cultural
awareness training, resume
writing workshop and guidance,
job search skills, cover letter
workshops, financial literacy,
communication skills and more.
“This group was so
community-focused, and
everyone in it valued nature
and connecting to nature,” says
Isy Castillor, program facilitator.
“Sheryl (Whitesun) and I are
doing a lot of teaching, but also

a lot of learning from the YCC.”
“When I needed to work
my resume into something
professional, Isy was there to
help,” says YCC crew member
Kate Watt. “Not only did she
help me craft my resume
and give me advice on what
questions to ask my potential
future employer, but she also
helped me see myself in a new
light. Overall, going through
the Fast Forward program has
made me realize that I have a
lot to offer the world and those
around me.”
This partnership was such
a success, Wildsight and KCDS
are joining forces again to help
the next crew of Youth Climate
Corps, running this spring in
the West Kootenay. Anyone
interested in learning more is
invited to attend a virtual open
house on Tuesday, Febrary 22.
Find out more at wildsight.ca.

submitted
Mercer Celgar Ltd. Is
receiving a grant of $5 million
from the provincial government
to increase biomass fuel storage
at their Castlegar pulp mill,
decreasing the use of natural gas
in the boilers. This project will
reduce greenhouse gas emissions
by 151 ktCO2e (kilotons of
carbon dioxide equivalent)
through 2031. That is the same as
taking nearly 3,300 gas-powered
vehicles off the road per year over
ten years.

“We know that climate
change is already impacting
our lives here in the Kootenays,
and we all need to do our part
to keep it from worsening,”
said MLA Katrine Conroy.
“That’s why local employers like
Mercer Celgar is working with
our government to do exactly
that, reducing their emissions
considerably.”
As part of the CleanBC
Industry Fund’s third round
of investment, the BC NDP
government has announced

25 successful projects that
will support the adoption of
cleaner technologies and reduce
emissions in sectors like pulp and
paper, mining, oil and gas and
others. The CleanBC projects
are supported by more than $70
million in carbon tax revenues
paid by industry.
The CleanBC Industry Fund
is one part of the Province’s
plan to reduce emissions from
industry, which includes aiming
to eliminate all industrial methane
by 2035, integrating emissions
goals in the oil and gas royalty
system, supporting electrification
through BC Hydro, and making
all new industrial developments
‘net-zero ready’.
The fund is an important
part of the CleanBC Roadmap
to 2030, which is BC.s plan to
expand and accelerate climate
action by building on the
province’s natural advantages
– abundant, clean electricity,
innovative technology and a
highly skilled workforce.

Mercer Celgar gets grant to invest in clean technology
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From the Hill

by Richard Cannings, MP South
Okanagan-West Kootenay

Parliament began sitting again
this Monday, facing its first full
agenda since the late summer
election. Most committees will be
meeting for the first time and we
will see the first Private Member’s
Bill debates. I’d like to highlight
some of those Private Member’s
Bills in my upcoming columns,
since some could produce important
new legislation that makes Canada
a better place for all or, at the very
least, send powerful messages to the
government.
One of the first of these bills up
for debate comes from Gord Johns,
the NDP MP for Courtenay-Alberni.
It is Bill C-216, the Health-based
Approach to Substance Use Act.

Bill C-216 tackles one of the major
issues of our time, the toxic drug
overdose crisis that is needlessly
killing thousands of Canadians of all
ages and secondarily driving a spree
of property crime across the country.
Gord Johns has listened to the calls
from public health professionals,
legal experts and police departments
from all over Canada to propose a
solution to this crisis that will save
lives and make our communities
safer.
What all these experts agree
on is that substance use is a health
problem, not a criminal problem.
To solve it, we have to eliminate
the criminalization of simple drug
possession and turn to health-based
solutions.
The bill has three parts. The first
decriminalizes the possession of
small amounts of illicit drugs meant

for personal use while retaining
criminal charges for drug trafficking.
This would remove barriers for drug
users who might otherwise seek help
with recovery without the fear of
being thrown in jail.
The second part expunges the
criminal records that are solely
related to minor possession
convictions. Struggling with
addiction is a herculean task by itself
but it becomes almost impossible
with a criminal record that often
makes it very difficult to get a job or
even find a place to live. Eliminating
those criminal records through
expungement clears away many
serious barriers that people face
when trying to get back to a normal
life.
The third part turns to the healthcentred solutions we need to find,
and since health is under provincial

15
jurisdiction, this bill instructs the
federal government to develop a
strategy with the provinces to do
just that.
The bill states that this strategy,
among other things, must address the
root causes of problematic substance
use, ensure a safer regulated supply
of drugs, provide universal access
to recovery, treatment and harm
reduction services, and reduce the
stigma associated with substance use.
There are good examples
from around the world where this
approach has had a huge positive
impact to communities facing
an addiction crisis. One of those
examples is Portugal. I recently
had the opportunity to talk to the
Consul General for Portugal about
her country’s experience. Portugal
decriminalized drug use 20 years
ago and since then has seen dramatic

drops in overdose deaths, problematic
drug use, and drug-related crime.
More importantly, there has been a
big cultural shift in how Portuguese
view drug use and addiction.
Everyone agrees that we need
to dramatically change the way we
are fighting the toxic drug overdose
crisis. I think Gord John’s bill would
provide most of the ingredients
necessary for such a shift. The rest
will be up to communities to build
on that foundation so that those who
use drugs or are addicted to drugs can
address the root causes and rebuild
their lives – finding employment,
finding homes and returning to their
families.
If you would like to get in touch
with me, please email richard.
cannings@parl.gc.ca or phone
250-770-4480 (Penticton) or 250365-2792 (Castlegar).

Thank you for supporting your local businesses!
The key to a thriving local economy throughout the pandemic and always

NAKUSP & AREA

Jones Boys Boats

Open 9 am - 5 pm Monday to Saturday. Contactless debit/credit. Cleaning
protocols in place, customers reminded to social distance. Masks are mandatory in store.
Facebook: Bon Marche Dollar Dollar Nakusp
250-265-3644

Kaslo Kayaking & Adventure Centre

Bon Marche Dollar Dollar

Crescent Bay Construction Ltd.

Open Mon-Sat, 8 am-5 pm
Nitrile gloves must be put on (available beside the door) when entering and
discarded (beside the door) when leaving.
Phone orders and pick-up available. E-transfer payment available at cresbay@
telus.net • 250-265-3747

Kim’s Kustoms

Open regular hours, 8:30 am-5:30 pm
250-265-4012

Nakusp Glass

Open
Drop in, call or email to make an appointment.
250-265-3252, nakglass@telus.net

Nakusp Taxi

Pick-up and delivery of anything from licenced food, beverage and retail stores.
250-265-8222

Royal LePage Selkirk Realty

Open Mon-Fri 9:30 am - 4:30 pm with COVID-19 safety precautions in place.
Our agents are more than happy to help!
250-265-3635; Nakusp@royallepage.ca

Shon’s Bike - Ski - Stay

Mon-Sat, 9 am-5:30 pm
Please drop off bike repairs to the front entrance of the shop.
No appointments are necessarily for bike tune-ups. Our coffee shop and
lounge area is open.
For all inquiries, call us at 250-265-3332, email info@shons.ca, website:
www.shons.ca, Facebook: Shon’s Bike-Ski-Stay.

Save-On-Foods

Open 8 am - 7 pm daily. Max customer limit in place. Please shop individually.
Bottle returns - up to 2 dozen max.
250-265-3662. Store Manager: Kira, Asst. Manager: Ryan

Eagle Small Motors and Repairs

Monday 4-6 pm; Tuesday-Thursday 9 am-6 pm; Friday-Saturday 9 am-5 pm.
250-265-4911

KASLO & AREA
ACE Building Centre-Kaslo

Open 7:30-5 Mon-Sat, Open Sundays and most stat holidays 10-2
250-353-7628, kaslo.building@telus.net, www.kaslobuilding.com

Angry Hen Brewing Company

Open for patio and inside seating with off-sales for beer to go, 7 days a week!
Phone to pre-order or to arrange a ‘beer-it-forward’ delivery for a friend. 250353-7446, lounge@angryhenbrewing.com, Facebook, Instagram.

Cornucopia

Now open Mon-Sat, 9:30 - 5:30, closed Sunday
250-353-2594; cornkaslo@gmail.com; Facebook Cornucopiakaslo

JB’s Pub & Restaurant

Open Thurs-Sun, 3-9 pm. Hours will extend in the summer.
Takeout available 250-353-7716; 250-353-7717

We are open for business!
www.jonesboysboats.com
250.353.2550 info@jonesboysboats.com
https://www.facebook.com/Jonesboysboats
www.kasloadventurecentre.com
250-353-1925 Getting you outside for your mental health!

Kaslo Hotel

OPEN! Pub 1PM daily. Happy Hour every afternoon from 3PM – 5PM! Front desk
8AM-11AM & 3PM-8PM Monday – Thursday, 8AM – 9PM Friday – Sunday for
check-in and reservations. Strict sanitizing protocols in place. 250-353-7714, www.
kaslohotel.com, Facebook.

Kaslo Husky

Open Mon-Fri, 5 am-8 pm; Sat 6 am-8 pm; Sun 7 am-8 pm
Physical distancing measures in effect. 250-353-2205

T.H.E. Pharmacy (Kaslo)

Open Monday-Friday 9:30 am-5:30 pm
We look forward to serving you!
Welcome to shop by visiting during business hours or:
By phone: 250-353-2224, By fax: 250-353-2336, By email: kaslopharm@gmail.com
For prescription refills online visit: kaslopharmacy.myrefill.ca
403 Front Street, PO Box 550, Kaslo V0G 1M0
kaslopharm@gmail.com, phone 250-353-2224, fax 250-353-2336

Kaslo Mechanical

Open! Tuesday - Friday 9 am - 5 pm, Saturday 9 am - 1 pm
Closed long weekends.
6336 Hwy 31, Kaslo • 250-353-7409

Kul Nijjar, REALTOR(R) Fair Realty Ltd.
Open
kul@kulnijjar.ca, 250-505-4722

Sunnyside Naturals

Open Mon-Sat, 9 am-6 pm
Physical distancing measures in effect. Food takeout
Phone orders and delivery available. 250-353-9667

Woodbury Resort

Boat rentals, Camping, Fishing! Angler Incentive Program Depot
Ph: 250-353-7717; Fax 250-353-2004 woodbury@netidea.com

SLOCAN VALLEY
NEW DENVER

Glacier View Service

Open 7 days, 8 am - 5:30 pm
250-358-2445

T.H.E. Pharmacy (New Denver)

Open Mon-Fri, 10 am-5:30 pm
We look forward to serving you!
Welcome to shop by visiting during business hours or:
By phone: 250-358-2500, By fax: 250-358-2520, By email: kaslopharm@gmail.
com (please use reference “NDCP”) 309 6th Avenue, New Denver V0G 1S0

New Market Foods

Open every day, 8 am-6 pm
You are welcome to come and shop. Keep your distance as much as you can
with others. We have hand sanitizer at the door as well as at the tills. If you are
self isolating or not wanting to come to the store, we can do your shopping for
you and have it delivered to you or you can pick it up. You can call the store at
250-358-2270 or email shop@newmarketfoods.ca to place your orders.

Raven’s Nest

We’ve Re-Opened – the reno is done! Come on in if you find yourself in
New Denver, or you can always visit our online shop – RavensNestBC.
com. Current Hours: Open Wednesday to Saturday, 11:00 am – 4:00
pm; Closed Sunday to Tuesday. We have a fine selection of natural fibre
clothing & quality wool blankets; our bookshelves, jewelry displays & card
racks are all full; and as always we carry unique creations by local &
regional artisans. Thanks for shopping local – we hope to see you soon!
• Downtown New Denver • 250-358-2178 • RavensNestBC@gmail.com
• Facebook & Instagram •

Sharie Merrifield’s Bookkeeping Service

Help your business succeed ! ! I will manage your GST, PST, MRDT, WCB, and
Wage Deduction Remittances in a timely manner. 25 years experience. Sharie
Merrifield (250) 358 - 6806 Email: sha01@telus.net (that is a zero, not an ‘O’)

Valley Voice

Open 1-833-501-1700; valleyvoice@valleyvoice.ca, www.valleyvoice.ca

SILVERTON

Silverton Building Supplies

Open Monday-Saturday 8:00 am-5:00 pm
Hand sanitizer is provided. Please observe distancing.
We look forward to serving you!
250-358-2293

Silverton Camp Cafe

Open year round, 7 days a week! Everything fresh baked daily.
Monday-Saturday 9:30-2:30, Sunday 10-2. 780-660-3784

SLOCAN

Village of Slocan – Office, Library, Clinic, Fitness Centre

Village Office open – Masks Mandatory. Library open (Thursdays 1-5pm,
Sundays 11am-3pm) - COVID protocols in place; masks mandatory; take out
service available. Clinic open – Nurse Practitioner, Acupuncture - COVID
protocols in place; masks mandatory. Fitness Centre temporarily closed.

Slocan Village Market

Open every day 9am-8pm
We have limited the occupancy to 6 customers at a time to enable social
distancing. We thank you for remembering to wear your mask.
We accept phone and curbside orders for those who are unable to wear a
mask. Thank you for your support!
250-355-2211, svmkt@telus.net

WINLAW

Emery Herbals Botanical Dispensary, Healing Suites and
Teaching Centre

The Botanical Dispensary is open Thursday - Saturday 12-4.
Order requests can be sent to orders@emeryherbals.com or phone 250226-7744.
Visit our online shop: https://emeryherbals.com/online-apothecary/
Colleen Emery, Cl.H, RHT (BCHA) is seeing clients onsite and online or via
phone. New clients are welcome.
All classes and programs are hosted onsite and online.

Mama Sita’s

Open for dine-in, take-out, delivery & Outdoor seating. Sun 8 am-7 pm, Mon 8
am-3 pm Tues 8 am - 7 pm Wed-Sat 8 am - 8 pm.
Phone or come in. 250-226-7070.

Gaia Tree Whole Foods

New hours: Mon-Sat 9 am-6 pm; Sun 10 am-4 pm
Email to order for pick-up: gaiatreewholefoods@gmail.com 250-226-7255
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Mountain of community data now available for planners, developers, business
submitted
People now have access
to two new online community
planning tools, offering easy
access to data-driven insights
and investment opportunities
for communities across BC.
Av a i l a b l e t o t h e
public, business and local
governments, the Community
Information Tool and the
Community Investment
Opportunities Tool provide
central access points for
community data, from
available industrial land to
connectivity to labour and
wage profiles. The data will
be “encouraging economic
development and helping
community planners and
investment organizations
thrive in the digital economy,”
says a provincial news release.
“I’m excited for the
launch of these new planning
tools as part of our efforts to
offer a better, faster and easier
service for people, businesses,
and Indigenous and local

Happy
Valentine’s
Day!
Pet Food and Farm
Animal Feed

Straw Bales
$13.00

governments searching online
for data about communities
in BC,” said Lisa Beare,
Minister of Citizens’ Services.
“Whether you work for a
municipality or you’re a
business owner, investor
or community member
interested in insights and
opportunities, these tools can
give you access to important
community data.”
As part of the StrongerBC
Economic Recovery Plan, the
Ministry of Citizens’ Services
received $700,000 to develop
the Community Information
Tool, including the integration
of industrial lands data,
which helps investors and
planners identify industrial
land vacancies for investment
opportunities.
The Community
Information Tool combines
more than 40 public data sets,
including census information,
Data BC, the BC Data
Catalogue and industrial lands
information into one visual
Dozen red
roses + filler
$59.99
Dozen red
carnations
+ filler
$22.99
6 red carnations +6 red
roses + filler $39.99
Rose + carnation vase
combo’s starting @
$16.99

Preorder flowers by calling
hardware store, pick up
Monday Feb 14th or earlier

Drywall in
stock
Electrical Supplies!!!

Masks are now mandatory when in store please, limit of 6 people in store at one time

Pelican Trek 60 snow sled, ideal for snowmobiles &
carrying large loads $119.99
Pelican Trek 75 snow sleds $259.00 ea
Open 9-5 Mon-Fri, 10-4 Sat, Closed Sunday

resource. The tool allows
people to collect locationbased data that they would
typically need to search for
on several websites.
Categories include
population, median household
income, labour force, key
sectors and connectivity.
Users can also discover
insights and patterns among
BC communities using

search filters for specific
characteristics, such as
economic health, access to
education and health care,
connectivity, infrastructure or
emergency management.
Powered by the same
database, the Community
Investment Opportunities
Tool connects investors
with industrial, commercial
and agricultural properties

available for investment
throughout the province.
Community representatives
can post properties available
for sale or lease to investors.
Interested investors can search
for available opportunities
by filtering based on various
criteria.
The tools will assist
economic planners to
promote investment and plan

infrastructure, helping level
the economic development
playing field between larger,
well-resourced communities
and smaller communities that
might not have similar market
access.
To access the new online
tools, visit: https://www2.
g o v. b c . c a / g o v / c o n t e n t /
governments/connectivityin-bc/20532/20535

submitted
People in BC will be able to
return milk and milk-substitute
beverage containers for a refund
as of February 1, in an effort
to reduce waste as part of the
Province’s CleanBC Plastics
Action Plan.
Shifting milk containers
to the deposit-refund system
will capture the millions of
additional plastic and fibre-based
containers that were otherwise
being thrown out, such as those

from restaurants, schools and
offices that did not have access to
the residential recycling system.
At the time of purchase, a
refundable deposit of 10 cents
will be paid for each eligible
container. Consumers will get
their deposit back when they
return their containers.
Clean and rinsed milk
and milk-substitute (e.g.,
oat, almond, soy) beverage
containers purchased on or
after February 1, 2022, will be

accepted by the deposit-refund
program. These containers
should no longer be taken to the
recycling depot or placed in the
residential blue box.
Residents are encouraged
to continue recycling containers
that are not being added to
the deposit-refund system,
such as infant formula,
meal replacement/dietary
supplements, coffee cream,
whipping cream, buttermilk
or drinkable yogurt, through

curbside, multi-family or depot
services.
Returning beverage
containers for recycling supports
the CleanBC Plastics Action
Plan to prevent plastic waste,
keep more waste out of landfills,
reduce greenhouse gas emissions
and create a cleaner, better future.
For a full list of accepted
containers and the provincewide
network of depots accepting
them, visit: www.return-it.ca/
beverage/products/

The Province and Union of
BC Municipalities will work
together to review the local
government finance system
in BC to ensure that municipal
governments and regional
districts remain resilient in
the face of economic changes.
Municipal Affairs Minister
Josie Osborne, Finance
Minister Selina Robinson,
and UBCM president LaureyAnne Roodenburg have
signed a memorandum of
understanding (MOU) on
Local Government Financial
Resiliency.
“From the COVID-19
pandemic to recent extreme
weather events, we are all
facing new challenges that did
not exist a decade ago,” said
Josie Osborne, Minister of
Municipal Affairs. “Through
this new agreement, I look
forward to making progress
together on matters of mutual
interest as we work to gain
a greater understanding of

local government financial
resiliency.”
The MOU will guide the
Province and UBCM in a
review of the local government
finance system. This will
include discussions about cost
pressures local governments
may be experiencing
around attainable housing,
community safety and climate
change, and the impact of the
new economy. These issues

were identified in a UBCM
membership-endorsed report
and published in August
2021. The report included
20 recommendations that
focused on strengthening the
municipal and regional district
finance system.
This MOU responds
to a UBCM report
recommendation for
government and UBCM to
work together to strengthen

the local government finance
system. The UBCM report
states that its recommendations
are aimed at identifying
potential solutions to priority
issues that are common to
both local governments
and the Province. The
working group will review
the recommendations and
develop a work plan for
short-, medium- and longterm consideration.

submitted
The TB Vets Charitable
Foundation has made a generous
donation to Kootenay Lake
Hospital Foundation to purchase
a T-1 Transport Ventilator for the
emergency room at Kootenay
Lake Hospital.
As Registered Respiratory
Therapist Mitch Wilkey
explains: “Here in Nelson
we are in a geographically
challenging position when it
comes to transferring patients
requiring higher levels of care.

Our team at KLH has to be
prepared to safely manage
patients on a ventilator while
waiting for a transport team to
arrive. Transport can often be
delayed because of weather.”
KLH Nurse Manager Tav
Horkoff adds, “The ease of
using such an advanced piece of
medical equipment empowers
our staff to work alongside
our respiratory therapists to
offer great patient care in our
small but mighty emergency
department.”

TB Vets CEO Kandys
Merola acknowledges the
need: “We are now in our
second year of the pandemic,
and although life is slowly
getting back to normal,
hospitals are still having
to treat many COVID-19
patients, putting great pressure
on the healthcare system. It is
essential that we help hospitals
buy new equipment that will
support our province’s medical
front-line heroes during the
pandemic and beyond.”

submitted
A Kootenay-based
tourism organization has been
recognized for its industry-wide
effort to conduct its business
in environmentally sustainable
ways.
The Kootenay Rockies
Tourism region is the first
destination to be certified
by GreenStep Sustainable
Tourism, the first and only
Canadian-based provider of

tourism industry certifications
for both tourism businesses and
destinations.
The certification process
included an assessment with
a GreenStep Assessor, who
reviewed and discussed
Kootenay Rockies Tourism’s
responses to the 117 questions
and several hundred indicators
that make up the official
standard.
“Our team has been working
closely with GreenStep on a
number of important destination
stewardship initiatives since
2018, including the development
of a Sustainability Charter and
action plan and the delivery

of several programs for our
stakeholders,” said Kathy
Cooper, CEO of Kootenay
Rockies Tourism. “We are very
proud to be the first destination
certified and hope many more
will follow suit and contribute
in making BC and Canada world
leaders in sustainable tourism.”
Beyond certification, the
destination standard has been
made available free of charge
to any destination management
or destination marketing
organization that wishes to
self-assess and receive a free
sustainability score. Visit the
GreenStep Tourism website for
more information.

Milk containers to be eligible for refund at bottle depot

Province, UBCM commit to review local government finance

TB Vets donate ventilator

Kootenay tourism organization awarded
green stamp of approval

Next Valley Voice
Deadline:
February 18,
2022
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Nakusp council, January 24: Natural Adventure Park phase two gets go-ahead
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
The Village is ready to do its
part to see phase two of the Nakusp
Rotary Club’s Natural Adventure Park
proceed.
The park’s first phase was
completed on budget and months
ahead of schedule. The community
group handed the project over to the
Village in December and asked if the
Village was ready to start phase two.
That $250,000 expansion will see
things like a zipline, tower slide, and a
parkour course installed.
While the Village is behind the
project, there was some concern that
staff didn’t have the capacity to add
another project to their workload. But
CAO Robinson said they are ready to
do their share.
“Despite the lack of village staff
capacity, administration feels it is
important to harness the efforts of
volunteers while they are willing to
devote time and effort for a communityfocused project,” he wrote in a report.
“Administration is concerned that
delaying the project, even for a year,
could result in a loss of momentum
which could hamper the ability for
phase two to ever go ahead.
“Administration believes there
is enough capacity to perform this
function.”
One thing that will change,
however, is the Rotarians will have to
take over the handling of donations for
the project – that took a lot of staff time
during phase one.
The Village will also contribute
$50,000 from the NACFOR Legacy
Fund to help pay for the project, as well
as allow the $18,000 contingency fund
left over from phase one to be used as
contingency for phase two.
Work should begin this spring.

Hot springs busy

submitted
Residents of Edgewood will
be getting help from the Columbia
Basin Trust to improve their
emergency support services in times
of community disaster. The Trust is
supporting the community along the
west shore of Arrow Lakes – and
13 other rural and First Nations
communities – to set up locations
where people can gather during
emergencies and disasters.
The Trust’s new Community
Readiness Program is providing over
$1.08 million to help communities
create gathering spaces, with access
to necessities like power, filtered
air, air conditioning, emergency
equipment and emergency supplies.
For residents of Edgewood,
that means improvements to the
Edgewood Community Hall.
The work is being done by the
Royal Canadian Legion No. 203
Edgewood, which plans to add a
generator and a heating, ventilation,
cooling and air filtration system to
the community hall.
“The safety and health of residents
became a major concern during the
wildfire season of 2021, when we
had wildfires at our perimeter,” said
Bill Dummett, Legion president.

“Situations like this and extreme
heat create hardships and unsafe
conditions for people in their homes.
These additions to the hall will allow
them a safe, cooled place to go where
the air has been purified.”
Will Nixon, senior manager
at CBT, says climate resilience

The Village-owned hot springs’
monthly revenues bounced back to prepandemic levels in December. A report
to council said 2,885 people visited the
facility that month, for a total revenue
of just over $63,200. That’s a lot
better than 2020, when local COVID
restrictions dampened traffic to the
facility down to just over 1,000 people,
and only $11,600 in revenue.
In 2019, 2,970 visitors brought in
$61,400 to the facility.
Director of Operations Erik
Bobicki said revenues might even have
been a little higher, but for a staffing
shortage that forced them to close some
of the chalets between Christmas and
New Year’s. He says the staff shortage
has been resolved.

Fees and services increase

Speaking of the hot springs, the
price to stay overnight there is going up
– as are several other Village services.
Council gave first three readings
to a revised Fees and Charges bylaw.
Hot spring chalets rental fees are
increasing by 5%-10% (about $8 to $11
per night), and hot springs campground
fees are increasing by 7% ($2) for
non-powered RV sites and 9% ($3) for
powered RV sites.
“The rate increases are to cover
increasing costs,” said a council
report. “Local accommodator rates
and regional campground rates were
reviewed to ensure our pricing remains
competitive.” The fees were last raised
in 2020.
Municipal campground fees will
also increase by 10% for powered
sites and 4% for non-powered sites.
Rates were last raised in 2018, and
are “currently priced below market
average” says a council report.
It’s going to cost you more to flush,
with sewer service rates looking to rise

5% to pay for future maintenance. A
2017 report said the Village should be
salting away about $300,000 annually
to be able to fund capital replacement
costs over 30 years. Right now it’s
taking in about half that.
Even with this year’s 5% increase,
“our reserve contribution for 2022
will amount to $163,000, which
is still well short of our required
annual contribution,” says Director of
Finance Mark Tennant. “Continued
rate increases in future years will be
required to work towards closing this
shortfall.”
A 5% increase amounts to $23.74
for a single-family dwelling.
It’s the same story for the
water service to your home, with
administration asking for a 5% rate
increase to fund future repairs and
replacement. That same 2017 report
found the Village should be putting
away $200,000 annually in reserves
for future projects. At this point, much
of the reserves have been spent or
earmarked.
“In 2022, our existing reserves will
be used for new infrastructure (well
and reservoir) and we will need to
replenish the funds spent for replacing
our existing infrastructure,” says the
staff report. “This will increase our
annual reserve contribution required
to approximately $248,000.”
It will go up even higher in 2023
and beyond, in order to meet future
requirements.
For this year, a 5% increase
amounts to an additional $21.77 on the
water bill for a single-family dwelling.

which was an increase of 2%. In dollar
terms, taxes on the average singlefamily home will go up about $29.20.
“The increase is higher than
originally planned as a result of higher
than anticipated inflation in 2021,” said
Tennant.
The Village plans to spend about
$5.27 million in 2022: $3.2 million on
general operating revenue, $638,000
for provision of water service,
$523,000 to provide sewer service, and
$900,000 for the hot springs (which are
self-financing, and pay property taxes
to the Village).
Councillors discussed finding
some savings in the operation budget
to reduce the potential tax increase to
below 3.5%. They plan to reach out
to outside organizations that receive
Village funding to ascertain if they
require the level of funding the Village
has provided in the past, CAO Wayne
Robinson told the Valley Voice.
Council received the provisional
budget as information.

Capital budget

Staff has prepared the 2022
provisional operating budget with a
proposed 3.5% tax increase.
It’s a little higher than what the
five-year financial plan had called for,

Council also got a big picture
view of the Village’s plans for capital
projects and purchases in 2022.
Among the highlights was phase
3 of the Downtown Revitalization
($700,000 project, $500,000 from
a pending grant, $200,000 from
village gas tax reserves); drainage and
sidewalk improvements downtown,
and Powell Creek storm culvert; a
new 3/4 ton truck, a loader and sander
for $365,000 (equipment purchases
use special reserves); new well and
holding tank project completion ($1.35
million still to be spent); three major
wastewater projects at an estimated
$1.35 million, which would require
a contribution from the Village sewer
reserve of $405,000.
The final budget will be worked

is a priority for the Trust. “With
the changing climate, events like
wildfires, floods and heat waves
are becoming all too prevalent,” he
said. “Many rural and First Nations
communities are taking action
to adequately equip and prepare
themselves during emergencies, and

this new program helps them get
ready for these challenging events.”
The Trust is also integrating
climate by supporting wildfire risk
reduction, and helping communities
prepare for, respond to and adapt
to challenges associated with the
changing environment.

Operating budget

CBT grant helps Edgewood prepare for emergencies

out over the coming months.

Outstanding taxes

There are fewer tax delinquents
owing the Village money.
Finance Director Tennant said 134
accounts in arrears and 16 delinquent
accounts owe about $171,000. That’s
about 15% of the total number of
accounts in the village. Last year at the
same time, they had 147 outstanding
accounts owing just over $260,000.
“On a positive note, we have
many owners who prepay their taxes
and currently have credit balances on
188 accounts for a total of $164,633,”
Tennant reported.
He says delinquent accounts cost
everyone, as municipalities “must pay
the requisitioning bodies even if all the
taxes have not been paid.”

Rep on the Tourism board

Nakusp CAO Wayne Robinson got
approval from council to seek a seat
on the Arrow Slocan Tourism board
of directors as representative of the
Nakusp Hot Springs Cedar Chalets.
Arrow Slocan Tourism promotes
the region and is funded through the
hotel tax.
“[Executive Director Megan]
Chadwick stated despite her best
attempts she has not received any
interest from someone wanting to
represent the accommodation sector
in Nakusp to sit on the board,”
Robinson told in a report to council.
“Nakusp would benefit from another
representative on the board; the
Village-owned Cedar Chalets is in a
position to represent the Village within
the DMO as a voting member.”
Robinson said he was “happy to
volunteer his personal time towards
this obligation,” which would be about
once a month.

Even small ads get
noticed in the
Valley Voice.

It pays to
advertise in the
Valley Voice!!!
Call toll free 1-833-501-1700
for details

This Is PEPPER!!

She has the most unique markings!
Pepper loves to be cuddled and loved
by humans. This sweet, gentle kitty is
afraid of other cats and dogs and will
do best as the only pet in your house.
If you have time to share cuddles with
Pepper, please call PALS 250-265-3792.

WEEKLY SPONSOR:

The Royal Canadian Legion No. 203 Edgewood will install a heating, cooling and air filtration system in the Edgewood Community Hall with
support from Columbia Basin Trust.

Nakusp
(250) 265-3635 www.selkirkrealty.com
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Councillor storms out of Kaslo council debate on vax mandate action
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
Tempers flared at Kaslo City Hall
on January 24 as council waded kneedeep into the local protest against
COVID health policies implemented
by the Province.
Councillor Kellie Knoll slammed
his computer shut and walked out
of the meeting as council discussed
how to support a local group opposed

Since
Since1986
1986

We are open Monday, February 14,
for last-minute Valentine’s Day
shopping - Cards, chocolates, and
much more in-store!
250.353.2566
408 Front Street, Kaslo, BC
www.figmentscanada.com

• Fresh Meat Cut Daily
• Fresh & Frozen Seafood
• Freezer Packs
• Deli Sandwiches to go
• Awesome Cheese Selection
• Fresh & Smoked Sausage
• Smoked Salmon
• Awesome Beef Jerky
• Custom Cutting
• Weekly Instore Specials

ub & Restaurant
JB’s P Re-opens!!

to provincial vaccine passports and
employment mandates.
“It’s a joke,” he said of council’s
reaction as he stormed out of the
council room.
Knoll was angry at Councillor
Rob Lang, the only councillor to
oppose the Village writing a letter to
the Province about concerns about
the vaccine mandate.
Mayor Suzan Hewat then shut
down debate when another councillor
seemed about to go on a personal
attack against the vacationing Lang.
“Councillor Lang is sitting there
in a glorious place, he has no idea
what is going on… it’s easy for
him…” Henry Van Mill began.
“Respectful, respectful” Hewat
said, interrupting Van Mill. “He has
every right to vote, the same as you
and you can’t make a judgement call
on where Councillor Lang is sitting
at this point.”

Anti-mandate petition

Emotions were high from the
beginning of the meeting, when
a group called BeyondTheDivide
came before council as a delegation.
Calling itself a “group of concerned
citizens… who have joined together
to promote unity,” they delivered
a petition of about 350 names to
council.
“The Village of Kaslo will not
entertain proposals that are illegal,”
Hewat cautioned the delegation
before it presented. “The Village is
required by law to follow the orders
of the provincial health officer. That
said, we are interested in hearing
from our constituents on how they are
being impacted by pandemic-related
restrictions.”
The group called on the Village
to declare a “mandate-free Kaslo,”
saying that the vaccine mandates
were harming the community and

It pays to
advertise in the
Valley Voice!!!

Call toll free 1-833-501-1700
for details

JB’s Pub and
Restaurant – Open for
the season Feb 10th
Thursday- Sunday
3- closing
Happy hour 3-6
Welcome Back!!

council had to address the issue. Most
of their presentation was relating
anecdotal stories about the impacts
of the vaccine mandates.
“Never before has one’s personal
choice resulted in so much fear and
a willingness to vilify and ostracize
others based upon whether or not
one is vaccinated,” the group said in
its written presentation. “We believe
that these measures are causing more
harm to our community than the
virus itself. The civil ties that bind
us together are straining.”
Members of the delegation –
including a teacher, a naturopathic
doctor and a lawyer – asked council to
write to the Province calling for an end
to vaccine passports and employment
mandates, and “expressing your
concerns for how the passports and
mandates are dividing and stressing
our community, and causing much
harm to its citizens.” About 30 other
BeyondTheDivide supporters joined
the meeting electronically.
Despite the warning beforehand,
council was mostly sympathetic to
the delegation’s views. They moved
to include the group’s petition as a
late agenda item, in order to have a

discussion about it.
All voted for adding it to the
agenda except one councillor, Rob
Lang, who was attending the meeting
remotely.
Lang reaffirmed his opposition
later in the evening, when the item
came up for discussion and council
began debating how to direct staff on
writing a letter to the Province.
“I’m totally opposed to council
taking a position on this matter… I
think people dying is pretty divisive
too,” he said. “I’m just not going to
support any position with council
saying that they are going to write a
letter to the Province asking them to
restrict or limit the mandates.”
Knoll, who has been an
outspoken critic of COVID public
health measures since the start of the
pandemic, challenged Lang’s stance
on the issue.
“I’m just curious as to why
anyone is against this... did you
read… did Councillor Lang even
look at what they are asking?” he
said. “They are asking to express to
the government our concerns about
what the passports and mandates
are doing, dividing and stressing

our community. They’re not going
against vaccinations, so why don’t
you listen a little bit?”
He then grew visibly angry,
slamming his computer shut, and
storming out of the meeting as Hewat
reminded him to be respectful.
After a few moments, the mayor
tried to re-establish control of the
meeting, cutting off Van Mill’s
criticism of Lang.
Concerned that the petition had
to be double-checked by staff first,
Hewat and Leathwood, along with
Lang, defeated the motion to have
staff draw up a letter to the Province
immediately.
“The petition will come back [next
meeting]… so the corporate officer
will have a chance to go through it
and come up with suggestions of
what council can do based on the
correspondence we received in the
delegation package… and come back
with recommendations for possible
actions council can take at that time,”
she said.
Village staff will review the
documents and were to bring back
options for council at the February
8 meeting.

by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
Work on a 10-unit affordable
housing project in downtown Kaslo
is about to begin. The Kaslo Housing
Society was given approval to begin
construction after completing a land
transaction with the Village that was
approved at a January in camera
council meeting.
“They’re moving forward
aggressively on that. The shovels
will be in the ground February 1,”
Dunlop told council.
The building will be constructed
on an empty lot formerly owned
by the Village next to the historic
Kemball building.

“It’s a waste of money,” muttered
Councillor Henry Van Mill as he had
his lone vote recorded against the
spending.

Funding applications for several
capital projects are being massaged
to improve the Village’s chances of
getting funding.
The long-delayed Kaslo River
Dike and Bank project is being
revised to “fit available funding,”
CAO Dunlop told council. When
it’s ready, the project will go to
provincial funding agencies for
another review.
The Village has also been given
a bit more time to apply for a grant
to upgrade the community water
treatment plant’s ultraviolet filtration

system. The application period for
the project was extended to the end of
February by the Investing in Canada
Infrastructure Program. Village CAO
Ian Dunlop said they would use the
time to go over their application
with a consultant to have the best
chance of securing the money they
are looking for. He’ll then bring the
project before council for approval
on February 8. He said they should
know by then how much of the
$967,000 bill the Village will have
to cover.
A second major infrastructure
project, the rebuild of the A Avenue
waterline, was also to come before
council at the February 8 meeting
for approval. Construction plans are
being finalized and they should be
going to tender in February.

submitted
School District No. 8 (Kootenay
Lake) has recently sold two
properties, and the proceeds will go
toward existing SD 8 facilities to
improve learning environments for
students and staff.
The 7.3-acre former elementary
school property in Yahk was sold
for $245,000 to a private buyer who
plans to use it for a family hobby
farm, an SD 8 press release says. The
sale was completed on February 1.
Built in 1955, Yahk Elementary
School was closed in 2017 after
enrolment declined to just three
students.
The Kin Park Property in Creston
has been sold to the Lower Kootenay
Development Corporation, the
economic development arm of the
Yaqan Nukiy/Lower Kootenay Band
and to the Town of Creston for a total
purchase price of $355,000.

The school district received
offers to purchase the property from
the Lower Kootenay Band and the
Town of Creston in the fall of 2020.
An agreement was struck in which the
Lower Kootenay Band and the Town
of Creston will each own a section of
the property. The Lower Kootenay
Band will own two acres they have
earmarked for new housing, and the
Town of Creston will own 2.7-acres
for recreational and community uses
in keeping with the municipality’s
Official Community Plan.
The sales are part of the district’s
long-range facilities plan, which
includes a ‘facilities investment
budget’ under which it committed to
a major sustained increase in annual
funding to upgrade facilities in SD 8.
Money to do those improvements
comes from a variety of sources,
including proceeds from the sale of
surplus properties.

Kaslo council, January 25: Housing project scheduled to begin February 1

WildSafeBC program to
continue

The Village of Kaslo is going
to continue to participate in the
WildSafeBC program to reduce
wildlife encounters with people in
the community.
Councillors approved $2,000
towards the salary of a WildSafeBC
coordinator for the summer. This
will help the community in its drive
towards becoming a ‘Bear Smart’
community, a staff report noted. The
RDCK will also put up $3,000 for the
position, which begins in mid-May.
Council voted in favour of
the project, though not without
opposition.

Support the Valley
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Capital projects
pending

Kootenay Lake SD 8 sells Yahk
property
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New Denver council, January 25: Centennial Park stage project advances
by Kathy Hartman
• Planning for the construction of
the Centennial Park stage, attached
patio and supporting washroom is
underway, now that the Village has
received a $458,333 CBT grant for
the project.
Planner Jessica Rayner reported
that the search for an architect has
begun. An architectural design of
the stage is expected by July 2022,
and there will be stakeholder input.
The patio and washrooms will be
designed in-house. Construction is
anticipated between September 2022
and May 2023 while the campground
is closed.
Mayor Leonard Casley said the
stage site has not been chosen yet.
“It’ll go somewhere in the general
area of the master plan,” he said. “The
final choice will be up to the architect
based on the design.”
More funding will need to be
found. CBT covers only 75% of the
project, and the cost of the BC Hydro
connection and improvements will
have to be funded separately. Rayner
said the BC Hydro costs would be
$120,000-$140,000. Staff is looking

at applying for a grant from the
Canada Cultural Spaces Fund for
the project.
• The draft Active Transportation
Network Plan was presented to
council by Alison Watson and Nathan
Carswell of PLAN 54 Consulting.
To develop a safe, connected and
inclusive active transportation
network in the village, the plan
defines eight improvement areas:
more sidewalks, a multi-use
pedestrian bridge over Carpenter
Creek to connect the Orchard and
Village core, accessibility upgrades,
improved highway crossings, traffic
calming, a Bellevue Street Greenway,
a Greer Park pathway, and a Denver
Siding connector trail.
The plan was funded by a
provincial Active Transportation
grant, and is required in order to
access further provincial funding to
implement the plan.
• Councillors also reviewed
the concept plan for the pedestrian
bridge over Carpenter Creek, along
Josephine Street. Also funded by
the provincial Active Transportation
grant, the concept plan was

completed by TRUE Consulting
and COWI North America Ltd. The
proposed suspension bridge has a
100-metre span and is three metres
wide. The development of the bridge,
including engineering services, site
investigations and construction, is
roughly estimated to be in the range
of $2-3 million and to take two to
three years.
• The former landfill property in
Denver Siding can probably become
a developable piece of Village land.
This was the conclusion of a report
by Bear Environmental Ltd., hired
by the Village to do preliminary
investigations into the potential for
contaminants on the property.
The report found that the old
landfill area would probably have to
be covered with one metre of soil, and
the rest of the property would require
limited remediation efforts.
Elevated arsenic concentrations
were identified across the site, but
Bear concluded that the arsenic was
probably naturally occurring and not
related to the historical mining in
the region. Marginal exceedances of
cadmium and zinc were also found

submitted
On Monday, February 14 at noon,
everyone is invited to come together
to honour and remember Missing
and Murdered Indigenous Women
(MMIW) around the globe and on
Turtle Island in particular. People will
be gathering at noon at Centennial Park
in New Denver, and will proceed from
there to the El Dorado downtown. The
event includes speakers, drumming,
and music, as well as fry bread, soup
and drinks.
Nicole Blacksioux-Redwood
put out a query on Facebook on
February 4 about doing a memorial
march: “Anyone interested in doing
something like this? I will rally
something up. I just need to see if
anyone would be interested in doing
something like this.” She received
immediate support from numerous
members of the community. Right
away a group formed, people started
taking on tasks, a poster was created,
and publicity started going out.
“This is something I have never
done before,” says Blacksioux. “We
need all the help we can get!”
If you want to contribute in some
way this event, contact 236-972-1059
or southerncreebeadingcreations@
gmail.com. A list of tasks will be
generated: setup, takedown, food prep,
marshals, and so on. Many hands will
make this a successful event!
On January 20, 1991, a woman,
whose name is not spoken out of
consideration for her family, was
found murdered on Powell Street in
Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside. On
February 14, 1991, her mother Linda
Ann Joe and family and several others
gathered in that spot to grieve their
loss. This grassroots event, started by
Linda Ann Joe and other women living
in this area, brought the community
together to show compassion and
recognition for all Indigenous women
in the Downtown Eastside and to
honour the missing and murdered.

The Women’s Memorial March
now draws thousands of people in
Vancouver every year and has grown
as a movement, spreading to other
provinces in Canada. Many cities
across Canada now stage similar
events to honour and bring visibility
to missing and murdered Indigenous
women in their communities. This
year, New Denver will join this
movement.
Red dresses have become a symbol
for MMIW. Use of this imagery was
inspired by an art project by Jamie
Black, a Metis woman, who used
empty red dresses to evoke the missing
women and girls. While Red Dress
Day is on May 5, the symbol is now
used whenever MMIW are honoured

and remembered. The Memorial
March is a particularly powerful
statement in BC, as it started here and
has since spread all over Turtle Island
and beyond. People are invited to wear
red dresses or to bring them to hang up
at the rally following the march.
This event, of course, takes place
on unceded Sinixt territory.
Organizers invite everyone to
bring their drums, and encourage
people please to bring their own bowl,
cup and spoon.
Blacksioux is tremendously
grateful about the support her idea is
engendering, and says, “I had a few
people that were murdered and the
case was unsolved to this day. This
event means a lot to me.”

Women’s Memorial March to take place in New Denver

in some areas. The next step would
be groundwater testing and further
investigation into the elevated levels
of arsenic, cadmium and zinc.
The cost to complete site
investigations, do the site remediation
and bring the area to redevelopment
level is $60,000. The Village has only
$16,000 left of the funding it received
for this project. Council asked staff
to look into the cost of capping the
former landfill area with one metre of
soil, and to look for further funding to
complete the investigations.
• Juliet Craig of the Kootenay
Conservation Program attended to
ask the Village to consider joining the
Kootenay Lake Local Conservation
Fund. The KLLCF provides grants
for local conservation projects and is
funded by a $15 parcel tax. Currently,
RDCK residents in Areas A (East
Shore), D (North Kootenay Lake) and
E (North Shore) pay into the fund.
Area H Director Walter Popoff
has expressed interest in holding
a referendum in conjunction with
local government elections this fall
to ask Area H (rural Slocan Valley)
residents if they want to join the

service and pay the parcel tax. Craig
reported that Kaslo and Nelson
are also considering joining, and
suggested that this was a good time
for New Denver to consider joining,
as well.
Market research in 2018 indicated
that 66% of Slocan Valley residents
were interested in establishing a
Local Conservation Fund.
• Staff will create a page on
the Village website called ‘Health
Services.’ Councillor Colin Moss
requested this, as the ‘go-to’ place
for information related to Interior
Health’s January 18 announcement
of facility closures and service
reductions. The page will include
recent BC Rural Health Network
letters back and forth to IH CEO
Susan Brown, and a letter to Health
Minister Adrian Dix.

Smokey Creek Salvage
24 HR TOWING

New & Used Auto Parts, Back Hoe Work,
Certified Welding & Repairs, Vehicle Removal
WE BUY CARS & TRUCKS

359-7815 ; 1-877-376-6539
3453 YEATMAN RD, SOUTH SLOCAN

VILLAGE OF
NEW DENVER
PUBLIC NOTICES

VILLAGE OF NEW DENVER WEBSITE

The Village has recently launched a new and improved website!
In launching this new website, we hope to provide residents
and visitors with a more intuitive and user-friendly experience.
Visit www.newdenver.ca for pertinent information regarding
upcoming events, news and public notices.
115 Slocan Avenue · P.O. Box 40, New Denver, BC V0G 1S0
(250) 358-2316 · office@newdenver.ca · www.newdenver.ca
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

BUDDY’S PIZZA, KASLO: Awardwinning, hand-stretched artisan pizza.
250-353-2282.
SLOCAN VALLEY LEGACY FUND
grant applications and information available
at slocanvalleylegacy.com. Application
deadline is March 18.

AUTOMOTIVE

1983 THUNDERBIRD FOR SALE. 250777-1570.
CT AUTOMOTIVE - Vehicle making
funny noises? New warning light on? Get
an expert opinion from someone you can
trust. Your first stop for affordable repair
and maintenance. Brakes, clutch, exhaust,
front end work, tire service, oil changes,
diagnostics, electrical, and much more. New
customers welcome! Conveniently located
in Slocan. 250-355-2351.
WANTED: SUV AWD, low km, wellserviced: 250-353-7539.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

THE VALLEY VOICE IS FOR SALE!
What an amazing opportunity to live your
dream and own your own business. Become
the proud owner of the Valley Voice and

Your ad
could be
here for
only $20.00
+ GST

HOURS
9 AM - 9 PM

a quaint building on the main street of
New Denver. The newspaper business
can provide a modest living for you and
your family, and wonderful community
connections. If you are so inclined, we
would love to show you the ropes and stay
as long or as little as you need us. We have
absolutely loved our life as newspaper
people! Give us a call at 1-833-501-1700 for
a chat, or email valleyvoice@valleyvoice.
ca. Yours, Dan & Jan.

COMING EVENTS

ELDER ABUSE PREVENTION
- Drop in at the Resource Centre on
Wednesdays, 12-2 pm, 719 Vernon
Street, Nelson (Nelson & District Seniors
Coordinating Society). 250-352-6008,
NelsonElderAbusePrevention@gmail.com,
www.nelsonelderabuseprevention.ca
SLOCAN LAKE ARTS COUNCIL Virtual
AGM will be held on Sunday, February 27
at 2 pm (NOT FEB 26 AS WE POSTED
IN LAST PAPER). Please visit www.
slocanlakeartscouncil.com or our FB page
for the zoom link. All are invited to learn
more about the success of our past year, and
our future plans. We are inviting new board
members, programming committee members

Local, organic
homemade food

509 Harold Street
Slocan, BC, V0G 2C0
Open Thurs - Sun
250-355-2433
Tues- Sat 8 am - 4 pm

WEDNESDAY-SUNDAY

NEW HOURS
MON-FRI 8 A.M. - 2 P.M.

421 6th Ave, New Denver
250-307-0163

We provide timely processing
of your Payroll, A/Ps, A/Rs, and
Financial Statements

Our hours are 7 days a week from 8:00 am to 6:00 pm

Gaia Tree Whole Foods
Community Market

• All Organic Produce
• All Organic Grains

AGRICULTURE

Downtown Winlaw • 250-226-7255

Main Street, New Denver
www.RavensNestBC.com

Phone: 250-265-3370 • Fax: 250-265-3375
Email: dalyce@habenson.ca

Need to manage your GST, PST,
MRDT, Worksafe BC, & Wage
Deduction remittances?

Delivery available in the New Denver Silverton area.
For same day delivery call, email or fax by 2:00 pm.

We’ve Re-Opened!
Wednesday –
Saturday
11:00 am - 4:00 pm

119 Broadway Street
Box 780
Nakusp, BC V0G 1R0

ACCOUNTING
FOR YOU

518 6th Ave • New Denver

Mon-Sat 9-6
Sunday 10-4

Chartered Professional Accountant

BIG DOG MUSIC

250-358-2270 Fax: 250-358-2290
email: shopnewmarket@gmail.com
www.newmarketfoods.ca

Community Discount Day:
Last Friday of the month

H. A. Benson Inc.

• Guitars and Accessories • Musical
Instruments • Vintage Vinyl Records • New
Vinyl Records • Stereo Equipment - Turntables

New Market Foods

– Bulk Ordering –

CLASSIFIED ADS

and we are specifically seeking someone with
minute-taking skills (secretary).
SILVERTON GENERAL STORE &
Koots Kids Clothes’ Valentine’s Market!
With artisans, baked goods and more.
Saturday, February 12, 11 am-3 pm. Love
Local! Shop Local! 222 Lake Ave.
HOSPICE SOCIETY OF NORTH
KOOTENAY LAKE AGM: Please join
us virtually on March 5, 10 am. Register
your attendance at hospice@kaslo.org or
call 250-353-2299. Show your support for
Hospice services in our North Kootenay
Lake communities by attending our AGM
and purchasing a 2022 membership. The
membership enables you to vote at the
AGM and can be purchased at $10 for a
yearly membership online or by mail or inperson. Check out our website www.hsnkl.
org. An email with further directions and
documentation for the meeting will be sent
via email to those who have registered. We
can also provide technical assistance and
help for those new to Zoom.
NEW DENVER & AREA HOUSING
SOCIETY will hold its 2022 AGM via
Zoom on February 28 at 7 pm. Visit www.
ndahs.org for the link.

Support the Valley Voice with a voluntary subscription

Only $5-$50

Send Cheque to: Valley Voice, Box 70
New Denver, BC V0G 1S0
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FOR RENT

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

TEACHERS ON CALL: The Whole
School needs BC certified teachers on call
(current BCCT membership required).
Send resume and references via email:
wholeschool@gmail.com. For more
information call (250) 226-7737.
HELP WANTED – VALLEY VIEW
GOLF COURSE 2022 Season: Seasonal
Full/Part time Clubhouse Attendants and
Clubhouse Manager Trainee. Required
- Food Safe Certification and Serving
it Right. Assets - food and beverage
experience, knowledge of golf, pro shop
experience, committed to full season (May Oct). Staff supervision experience (manager
position). Greens Superintendent Knowledge of golf operations including
mowing, greens maintenance, equipment
operation and maintenance and irrigation.
Experience - golf course greens keeping
experience, staff supervision. Assets pesticide application certification. Salary

PRIME RETAIL/COMMERCIAL
SPACE available for lease on Broadway
in Nakusp. 500 to 2000 sq/ft. C-1, core
commercial. 92 W Broadway St. 250265-1568.
AFFORDABLE STEEL SHIPPING
CONTAINERS 20 ft. and 40 ft. sizes.
Kootenay Containers Sales & Rentals,
Castlegar. 250-365-3014.
WATKINS PRODUCTS, HAND
CRAFTS – Bertha Williams, #11 – 217
Zacks Rd. 250-265-9080.

HEALTH

SHADE TREE MASSAGE THERAPY
now welcoming new and returning clients
for therapeutic and relaxation treatments.
Clean, quiet, professional office located
in Winlaw. Jessica Coonen RMT 250
226-6887 shadetreemassagetherapy@
fastmail.com
GRIT & GRACE COUNSELLING - Jane
Flotron, RTC, RST, BCST. Counselling,
Somatic & Attachment Therapy,
Biodynamic Cranial Sacral Therapy. (250)
551-4677. Jane@GritandGraceRST.ca.
Slocan, Winlaw, Nelson.

Evergreen
Dental Hygiene
Booking appointments
250-265-0387

Bill Lander
REALTOR®
250-551-5652
bill@billlander.ca

I show all my listings!
Serving the Slocan Valley for the
16th year.
Offices in Nakusp, Nelson & Kaslo

Certified by the Province of BC to test drinking water

Coldwell Banker Rosling Real Estate

Your ad could
be here for only
$12.00 + GST

Sharie Merrifield
25 years experience
Email: sha01@telus.net
(That is a zero, not an ‘0’)
Tel: (250) 358-6806

MUSIC LESSONS
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negotiable. Send resumes with references
to info@golfvalleyview.ca by February 25.
Please indicate position.

LEGAL NOTICE

COPYRIGHT NOTICE: All rights
reserved re Common Law Copyright tradename/trade-mark PASQUALE BIELLOÓ
as well as any and all derivatives and
variations in the spelling of the said
trade-name/trade-mark Common Law
Copyright Ó 2022 by Pasquale BielloÓ.
PASQUALE BIELLOÓ, may neither be
used, nor reproduced, neither in whole
nor in part, nor in any manner whatsoever
without the prior, express, written consent
and acknowledgement of Pasquale BielloÓ,
signified by the red ink signature, hereinafter
“Secured Party”. With the intent of being
contractually bound, any juristic person,
as well as the agent of said juristic person,
consents and agrees by this Copyright
Notice, that neither shall display, nor
otherwise use in any manner, PASQUALE
BIELLOÓ. By this Copyright Notice
both, juristic person and agent/s of the
juristic person, hereinafter “Users” consent
and agree that any use of PASQUALE
BIELLOÓ renders this Copyright Notice
a Secured Agreement wherein User is
Debtor and Pasquale BielloÓ is Secured
Party. This signifies contractual obligations
that User, grants Secured Party a security
interest in all of User’s assets in addition
to a $500,000.00 per each occurrence
of use of the common law copyrighted
trademark name, PASQUALE BIELLOÓ.
Any unauthorized use of PASQUALE
BIELLOÓ, is strictly prohibited.

NOTICES

ARE ALCOHOL OR OTHER DRUGS
a problem in your life? AA, NA and
ACA (Adult Children of Alcoholics/
Dysfunctional Families), AL-ANON
(family) meetings can help. For information

on AA: in New Denver, 250-358-7158;
Nakusp, 250-265-4216; Kaslo, 250-3539617. For NA: New Denver, 250-551-4043.
For AL-ANON (family): New Denver,
250-551-6540. For ACA (adult children of
alcoholics): Nakusp, 250-686-0567. Please,
if you can’t get through, try another number.
CARPENTER CREEK LAST WISHES
SOCIETY is a community resource,
providing step-by-step information
to assist in making informed choices
when pre-planning a personalized,
private funeral. 250-358-7760 www.
carpentercreeklastwishessociety.ca
HAVE YOU OR SOMEONE YOU
KNOW been sexually assaulted and want
help? Call the Interior Crisis Line 24/7 at
1-888-353-CARE to discuss your options or
go directly to Arrow Lakes Hospital or your
local emergency room for confidential care.

PETS

NO SIT! Not your usual dog training class.
Find the AMAZING in your dog. www.
proudofmydog.ca

REAL ESTATE

NO OBLIGATION free home market
evaluations. Sarah Rilkoff, 250-509-0006.
Valhalla Path Realty.

RENTAL WANTED

FATHER & CHILD seek May-August
rental: Mark Jeffreys and daughter Sequoia
(11) are looking for a roughly 3-month
rental this summer, from mid-May to midAugust. Just us – no smoke, no pets! Please
contact markjeffreys@yahoo.com or leave a
voicemail at (801) 910-1532. We miss you!

SERVICES

JOURNEYMAN PLUMBER and “B”ticket gasfitter for new construction or
renovation plumbing, water systems/
filtration, septic. 250-777-3588 (Tim);
www.paradisevalleyplumbing.ca or email:
schaferspeare@gmail.com.

COMMUNITY

Improving forestry to protect water

submitted
British Columbia’s proposed
Watershed Security Strategy provides
an opportunity to improve forest
practices and reduce the impacts to
water, according to a new report.
The report looks back at 28 audit
and investigation reports published
by the Forest Practices Board in the
past 15 years that involved forestry
and water concerns, and identifies
four main issues with current forest
practices. The report also identifies
four opportunities for improvement:
making water a core value in forest
planning, including the new forest
landscape planning process; creating
a legal requirement to manage
cumulative effects of forestry in all
SERVICES

KIDS CLOTHES BY DONATION!
Koots Kids Clothing Store, 222 Lake Ave.,
Silverton General Store. Used clothing and
footwear accepted. Open on Saturdays 11
am-3 pm or by appointment. Contact us
at info@kootskids.ca or “Koots Kids
Clothing Store” on Facebook.
S AT E L L I T E T V / I N T E R N E T installation, service & repair: Xplornet,
Shaw, Telus, Bell, and other systems - home
& business, audio/video, cell boosters
& wifi networks - TJF WORKS - James
250-505-8392.

WANTED

LOOKING FOR OLD CARS, trucks,
Indian and Harley motorbikes and a
1966-1977 Ford Bronco. Please call 250299-9841.

watersheds; improving regulation
of forest practices that contribute
sediment to streams; and renewing
watershed restoration efforts to
reduce the impact of historical forest
practices.
“Forest practices can affect
water quality, quantity and timing
of water flows, which may have
negative impacts to drinking water,
fish habitat, infrastructure, such
as roads and bridges, and private
property” said Kevin Kriese, chair of
the Forest Practices Board. “Looking
ahead, climate change will have
significant effects on our watersheds
and can compound the effects of
human activities, including forestry.
However, there are steps that can
be taken to avoid or reduce these
impacts.
“Government’s development
of the Watershed Security Strategy,
combined with the modernization
of BC’s forestry legislation and
development of the Climate
Preparedness and Adaptation
Strategy, provide a rare opportunity to
improve regulation of forest practices
to better protect water in BC. We
hope government takes action to
implement these opportunities.”
Watersheds provide water for
drinking and domestic use, for
irrigation and agricultural supply,
and stream flow that supports fish
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and aquatic life. Properly functioning
watersheds can also moderate the
effects of climate variability and
related changes to water cycles.
Human and natural disturbances can
result in changes to water flows above
and below ground. For example,
forest harvesting can alter the amount
of snow accumulation, rainfall
infiltration and rate of snowmelt; and
forest roads can intercept and redirect
water flows, leading to stream channel
erosion, debris flows and flooding.
“Our investigations and audits
usually find industry is complying
with the legal requirements to
protect water resources and many
licensees voluntarily do more, such
as having professionals conduct
watershed assessments. But the
current regulations largely focus on
managing for water on a site-by-site
basis. Less than 10% of the province
has requirements to manage for
cumulative effects at the watershed
level,” Kriese said.
The Forest Practices Board is
BC’s independent watchdog for sound
forest and range practices, reporting
its findings and recommendations
directly to the public and government.
The board can investigate and
report on current forestry and range
issues and make recommendations
for improvement to practices and
legislation.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

CONSTRUCTION • HOME • GARDEN
HALL LUMBER
& BUILDING SUPPLIES
SOLID
PLAN

MADDEN TIMBER CONSTRUCTION, INC.
HPO Licenced Builder & Red Seal Carpenter
TimberFrame Homes
Stairs, Interior Finishing, Drywall
Concrete and Excavation
Roofing and Siding
Custom Design
Wood and Timber Sales
dave@maddentimber.com

250 265 1807

Open Mon, Tues, Wed, Fri & Sat
10 am to 5 pm
PHONE 250-269-0043
Find us at 280 Lower Inonoaklin Rd.
Edgewood, BC

K&A

Kent & Arlene Yardcare Services
Housewatch • Free Estimates
358-2508 • 358-7785 • 505-8210
wyofonoff1@yahoo.ca

Jim Pownall
& Co.

S. KING, CET

LOG & TIMBER
FRAME HOMES

s.king@solid-plan.ca

New Denver • BC
250-358-2566
jpownall@telus.net

DRAFTING AND DESIGN
(250) 358-7922

4619 Hwy 6, New Denver, BC V0G 1S1

Crescent Bay
Construction Ltd.

Crane Service

Your ad could
be here for only
$12.00 + GST

Eric Waterfield — Septic Planning/Installation
Nakusp, BC • Ph. 250 265-3747 • Fx. 250 265-3431
• Email cresbay@telus.net

Tim Reilly

Grow Your Own
Indoor & Outdoor Garden
Supplies, Knowledgeable Staff,
Store Hours 9am – 5pm
Monday- Friday.
Closed Sundays and Long Weekends.

Suite 3, 622 Front St
Nelson, BC VlL 4B7
C: (250)551-6584
Licensed Residential Builder & General Contractor
Design • Project Management • Building Services
www.trctimberworks.com

Leaf Cabinetry

T: (250) 551-7127
E: joszef@airpost.net

Renovations and
Maintenance Made Easy!

• Basic Renovations & Construction •
• Painting • Landscaping •
Hourly Rate, By Appointment Only
– Slocan Lake communities Only –
Contact Tim Giles – 250-355-2559

Residential & commercial
cabinet work.
Winlaw, BC

Wired by Alex

Electrical Contracting Ltd
Alex Joseph

Randy
Speers
Construction

Construction, timber framing and HRV
installations • Serving Nakusp & Area

250-265-7313

Experience the
WAUVIK touch!
For all your interior
renovation needs:
- Complete Drywall
Services
- Bathroom Renovations
- Carpentry and More....

250-358-7721

Over 20 yrs Experience
WCB/Licensed/Insured
Vik 250-505-6509

250.226.7441

www.leafcabinetry.com

wauvikrenos@gmail.com

Support the Valley Voice with a voluntary subscription

Only $5-$50

Send Cheque or Money Order to: Valley Voice, Box 70, New Denver, BC V0G 1S0
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Journey with the Kootenay Gallery in 2022
submitted
Kootenay Gallery 2022 exhibitions
help you explore this world and beyond
with the help of your imagination.
Beginning March 5, the first exhibitions
consist of sculptures and paintings by
Amy Sallenbach, titled Tethered to
Infinity and photographs by Castlegar’s
own Stefanie Harron.
Amy Sallenbach has built a series
of rotating sculptures that she calls
Orbit mobiles. She was inspired
to create them from her childhood
dream to venture into the unknown.
Sallenbach’s sculptures will share the
Gallery with Stefanie Harron’s astral
photographs in a show called Space.
Many locals may know Harron’s photos
of familiar places and animals. She
also captures star systems and other
phenomenon, such as the Pleides, Orion
and the Milky Way. The two exhibitions

Lemon Creek
Lodge & Campground
Year-round facility
1-877-970-8090

HAIR

will open on the evening of March 4 at
7 and run until April 16.
The next two exhibitions are
community favourites. Young Visions
2022 is a review of the art created by
students and staff at Stanley Humphries
Secondary School, Rossland Summit
School and Kootenay Columbia
Learning Centre. This exhibition
showcases our youth’s amazing depth
and breadth of creative talent. The
exhibition will run from April 22 until
May 28. This is followed by another
community event, the annual Photo
Salon presented by the West Kootenay
Camera Club. The salon shows for one
week only, this year from June 3 to June
10 (to be confirmed).
This summer, Nelson resident, Jim
Holyoak draws on his imagination to
create monsters and the monstrous
lurking in the local mountains and

coming events

Your ad
could be
here for
only $20.00
+ GST

beyond. Vestigial Trails is a collection
of drawings and writing that asks us
how we perceive ‘otherness,’ whether
a ‘monster’ is seen as wonderful or
terrible, wrathful or protective, human
or non-human. Within Holyoak’s
work he seeks to deepen, clarify and
complicate ideas around the monstrous,
in hopes of being a voice of tolerance.
Holyoak’s exhibition is scheduled for
June 18 until August 20.
In the autumn, Krestova-based
artist Janet Kabatoff discovers what the
natural surroundings in her backyard
have to offer, and reflects deeply
on our existential vulnerability and
notions of nature and identity. The
exhibition, Transcience, will include
prints and installation, among other
media. Former Castlegar resident,
Mo Hamilton has created a series of
prints called The One Hundred Houses

EDUCATION

Project. The project tells a story of
how humans adapt to life’s changes
and challenges. Both shows run from
August 27 until October 29.
Finally, 2022 will wrap up with our
annual exhibition and sale, Christmas
at the Gallery. This provides local
artisans with a six-week venue to
sell their goods. It is an important
fundraiser for the gallery and a source
for beautiful, hand-crafted gift items
for the community. Christmas at the
Gallery opens November 12 and
finishes December 24.
There will be more details on each
exhibition throughout the year. For
more information, check out www.
kootenaygallery.com where you can
download a schedule and find out more
about each show.
Gallery hours are 10-5 pm,
Tuesday-Saturday. The Kootenay

Tuesday THRU Friday
– By Appointment –

358-7769

Kootenay Gallery’s first exhibit of 2022
features Amy Sallenbach’s paintings and
sculptures.

Bikes, Skis,
Snowshoes
Sales and
Maintenance
• Guesthouse •

Call Shon
250-265-3332

shonsbs@gmail.com

Your ad could
be here for only
$12.00 + GST
STEEL TOE JOE’S
Automotive Repair
Joe Shaw

RECYCLING

AVA’S
Hair Studio

Gallery is located at 120 Heritage Way,
Castlegar, across from the airport and
between the Doukhobor Discovery
Centre and the West Kootenay
BCSPCA.

Owner & Journeyman Technician
3804 Pine Rd. Krestova, BC

Alongside Mountainberry

778.454.0180

stjautomotive@gmail.com

Next Valley Voice
Deadline:
February 18,
2022

250-358-7199

303-6th Avenue (Main St.), New Denver

TUES

Hand & Soul
Wellness Centre

202 Lake Avenue, Silverton

CHIROPRACTOR: Dr. Larry Zaleski
Over 30 years experience of Spinal Health Care
Offices in Silverton, Winlaw & Nakusp 250-358-2177

COUNSELLOR: Sue Mistretta, M.A.

Over 20 years counselling experience supporting
clients experiencing stress, anxiety, grief and other
life changes. In person and Secure Video sessions.
Now offering somatic therapy. Offices in Silverton
and Nelson. 250-777-1704
Visit www.handandsoul.ca

Your ad
could be
here for
only $20.00
+ GST

ADVERTISING GIFTS
SUPPORT FOR
YOUR SPIRIT

Bi-weekly book study, biweekly services, Tuesday
8 am meditation, monthly
Contemplative in the Kootenays
For information & links, contact
descamp@heartsrest.com
Turner Zion United Church of
Canada is alive and welcomes
you online—and in person.

Your ad
could be
here for
only $20.00
+ GST
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Public comment period opens on BCTS cutblocks near Kaslo
by Jan McMurray
BC Timber Sales is calling for
public input on five cutblocks in the
Kaslo-New Denver corridor.
The blocks are scheduled to be
sold in 2024-25 and logged in 2026
at the earliest.
The deadline for comments is
March 28.
“This is very early on in the
process, but it’s the best time to
engage so we can incorporate the
comments into our planning,” said
Anna Tobiasz, BCTS planning
forester.
Maps and Google Earth files of
the blocks can be viewed online at
https://bit.ly/3rtLN11.
Tobiasz stressed that the block
shapes on the online maps are larger
than the actual cutblocks will be.
“The shapes are demonstrating where
we want to collect field info, but the
final block shape will be smaller than

the current polygon shows,” she said.
“We don’t know what the final shape
is right now, but it will be smaller,
within the polygon.”
Tobiasz noted that two of the
blocks are adjacent to the Wagon
Road trail. She said BCTS is in
contact with the Kaslo-Sandon Rail
Trail Society and will work with
them to ensure the integrity of the
Wagon Road trail and the safety of
all trail users.
The two blocks closest to Kaslo
are in the Buchanan area. One is
shown on the map as an 18-hectare
polygon below Milford Peak, and
will be accessed by the Blue Ridge
Forest Service Road. The other,
shown as a 14-hectare polygon, is
adjacent to the Wagon Road. It will be
accessed by the Buchanan Lookout
Forest Service Road, and will require
construction of 318 metres of road.
The next cutblock to the west is

close to the highway, on the north
side. This is the other block that is
adjacent to the Wagon Road. It is
shown as a 35-hectare polygon on the
map, and will be accessed by 10 Mile
Creek Forest Service Road, which
will be extended by 1,328 metres.
This will be a permanent extension
to the road.
Moving further west is the only
block of the bunch that is on the
south side of the highway. It will
be accessed by the 12 Mile Forest
Service Road. No new permanent
roads will be necessary for this
block, which is shown as a 14-hectare
polygon.
The westernmost block is in the
Rossiter Creek area, in a 24-hectare
polygon below Mt. Brennan and Mt.
Jardine. The block will be accessed
by Rossiter Creek Forest Service
Road, and a new 631-metre road will
be built off the Rossiter mainline to

the block.
The mapping shows that there
are quite a few previous blocks in the
area. When asked if there will be room
for any more after these five, Tobiasz
said there was too much research to
be done before she could answer
that. “One of the things we would
look at is watershed assessments,
so understanding hydrology and
recovery in the drainage. That would
be a big driver and there’s not just one
watershed in there. It will take time,
and it’s big,” she said.
“This is one of our many
operating areas, so it’s an area that we
will continue to have a presence in,
although that presence may change
and fluctuate over time,” she added.
Although the comment period
closes March 28, Tobiasz says
BCTS is “always receptive to people
reaching out to us with concerns,
questions, comments at any point.”

submitted
The board of trustees of School
District 8 Kootenay Lake is developing
a new policy to address racism, and
is looking for input from students,
parents, staff and the wider community.
An online public survey is
accessible through the district website
and open until the end of February.
The board of education’s Antiracism Advisory Council will
collate the survey results and work
collaboratively towards a new policy

to submit to the board in April.
“Our district is dedicated to
building awareness and changing
attitudes about racism, both in the
classroom and the workplace,” said
board chair, Lenora Trenaman. “What
we learn from our educational partners
will result in a policy to support the
board’s commitment to diversity,
equity and reconciliation.”
The board is committed to creating
meaningful and inclusive engagement
opportunities and hopes to hear

directly from students, parents, staff
and the community with regards to the
development of the SD 8 anti-racism
policy.
“Staff and student participation
over the last year and going forward
will inform the work of the Advisory
Council’s anti-racism action plan
and policy to ensure that all of our
schools are safe and welcoming places
where diversity is celebrated,” said
Superintendent Trish Smillie.
In February 2021, SD 8 launched

an anti-racism website as an online
resource for both educators and
parents. At a workshop in December
2021, students developed a toolbox
for use in schools intended to help
educate, inform and personalize
the topic of anti-racism for all SD 8
learning communities.
“Students are leading the way
in our anti-racism work with their
wisdom, resilience and truth-telling
through the Tending the Fire process.
We will continue to keep them at the
centre of the circle while we invite all
students and others across the school
district to complete our survey,” said
Gail Higginbottom, District Principal
Aboriginal Education and a member
of the SD 8 Anti-racism Advisory
Council.

Public invited to comment on SD 8 racism policy

NextRide Coming to transit systems across BC
submitted
Commuters using BC Transit
in the West Kootenay soon won’t
have to make their best guess on
when to head out to catch the bus.
The provincial transit authority
is rolling out its bus tracking
technology to the region this
summer, allowing riders to know
exactly where their next bus is in
real time.
BC Transit says it will have two
installation teams out installing
the NextRide technology across
transit systems throughout British
Columbia this month, starting with
the Cowichan transit system.
“It’s great to see the successful
NextRide program being rolled
out across the province,” says BC
Minister of Transportation and
Infrastructure Rob Fleming. “Stateof-the-art technology like this
will enhance the user experience,
encourage more people to leave
their cars at home and help rebuild
transit ridership as we emerge from
COVID-19.”
Riders in seven jurisdictions
from Vancouver Island to the
Interior can already use their web
browser or smartphone to see the
location of their bus along its route
and its predicted arrival time at an
identified stop. By downloading
the transit app, customers know
exactly when their bus will arrive
and allow them to see how full a
bus is at any given time.
Onboard, the NextRide
system also runs automated stop

announcements, calling out stops
to customers riding the bus,
improving the overall accessibility
for many using transit.
The NextRide project is funded
through the Investing in Canada
Infrastructure Program. The
federal government is picking up
half the $6 million expansion, and
the Province is contributing 40%,

with local government providing
the rest.
NextRide falls under BC
Transit’s Smart Bus program,
which introduces new technologies
on buses that improve the customer
experience, while also helping
grow ridership by making transit
more accessible, safer and
enjoyable.
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BC Timber Sales operates
differently from other forest
licencees, Tobiasz explained. BCTS
develops blocks and then auctions
them off on BC Bid. The contractor
that wins the bid does the harvesting
according to the plans completed by
BCTS, and then BCTS follows up
with regeneration.
“We do full development of the
blocks, and it’s our responsibility to
make sure the contractor is following
the plans we have put forth for the
block. They simply carry out the
plan,” Tobiasz said.
Check out https://bit.ly/3rtLN11
for the map files, and see the ad on
page 9 for BCTS contact information.

FRESHWATER MUSSELS

are the most endangered animal group
in North America and are disappearing at
the fastest rate of any group of organisms.
Half of N.A. freshwater mussel species
are imperilled by disappearing or altered
habitat (e.g. dams, diversions) and by
invasive mussels out-competing native
species. In 2021, CKISS found Central
Kootenay lakes and rivers remain free
of invasive zebra and quagga mussels.

CLEAN UP AFTER
YOURSELF

is looking for a sponsor for the
Ingrid Rice Political cartoon
Call us at 1-833-501-1700
for details
or email:
valleyvoice@valleyvoice.ca
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$10/day daycare came at ‘perfect time’, says Nakusp operator
by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
The manager of Stepping Stones
Daycare in Nakusp still remembers
her reaction when provincial officials
told her the facility was being
accepted as a $10/day Universal

Childcare Prototype Site.
“When I found out in November
that we received it, I actually cried,”
says Nancy Bone. “This is going to
help everyone. This is a big thing for
us. There’s so many times families
can’t afford to come to a quality

child care centre. Now there’s no
limitations, every child will be able
to come to this wonderful centre.”
On February 3, Nelson-Creston
MLA Brittny Anderson announced
the Province was providing about
150 new spaces in the East and West

Kootenays under the Childcare BC
Centres program, where Prototype
Sites charge $10/day and fees are
capped at a maximum of $200 a
month. Families can apply for further
grants to reduce that even more.
Bone says the joyful reaction was
the same when she broke the news to
parents of the children she cares for
every day.
“We got to tell our families on
February 2, and the emails I received
– ‘thank you,’ ‘thanks for the hard
work,’ ‘you don’t know how much
this is going to take stress off of us,’
‘now I can work more,’” she recalls
grateful parents writing.
“This couldn’t have come at a
better time. Families are struggling
right now with COVID and jobs
and stresses. This came at the most
perfect time.”
The financial impact alone will
be significant. Up until February 1,
a child spending the whole day at
Stepping Stones would cost a family
$60. That’s been slashed nearly 85%.
“Now your child can come here
five days a week, 8-5, and all you
would have to pay is $200/month,”
says Bone. “On top of that… you can
apply for affordable child care, and
you wouldn’t have to pay any – or at
least just a little portion.”

Stepping Stones, which has been
in operation in Nakusp for nearly 50
years, has 16 spaces for children.
They’re filled for three of five days
a week, but officials think they’ll
fill up fast.
“I would expect so, childcare is
hard to come by, and especially at
an affordable rate,” says Stepping
Stones’ board vice-chair Candice
Didier. “I expect we’ll be full in no
time, with the wait list.”
She said the Prototype Site
designation will not only help
Nakusp, but families who attend the
program from Fauquier, Edgewood,
Silverton and New Denver as well.
“So not only does it help our
centre directly, it also alleviates
other private childcare to have more
support systems in place,” Didier
says. “All around it helps the whole
community.”
Bone says Stepping Stones
qualifying as a Universal Childcare
Prototype Site is a testament to the
hard work they’ve done to keep
up to the best provincial standards,
including having three qualified early
childhood educators on staff.
The program will last for one
year, and the daycare can reapply in
March 2023 to continue to participate
in the program.

by John Boivin, Local Journalism
Initiative reporter
Looming deadlines on two
grant applications had Nakusp
Village councillors getting
together for a special meeting on
January 31. Staff needed approval
on project applications before the
next regular council meeting, so a
quick one was called to just discuss
those topics.

that NADB applies for $30,000. If
they don’t receive the full $30,000
the Village could make up the
difference in funding up to 50%
of the total project cost as per the
original request.”
Wayfinding signage serves
to direct people to the primary
destinations in the community,
improving the visitor experience
and increasing the economic
impact of tourism.

Village of Nakusp looks
to CBT for grants

Sign support

Village councillors have
decided to back a proposal by
the local economic development
agency to improve signage for
visitors to the community.
Council approved spending at
least $10,000 for the Nakusp and
Area Development Board to apply
for a wayfinding signage planning
project.
The money will come from the
NACFOR Legacy Fund, which has
close to $500,000 in its account
for community use, and will be
used to support a larger funding
request from the Columbia Basin
Trust’s Community Initiatives and
Affected Areas program.
The NADB will be seeking up
to $30,000 from the CBT program,
and initially asked the Village for
a total grant of $20,000.
“The CBT Community
Initiatives Program and
Affected Areas Program has
been oversubscribed the past
few years, however, there have
been years prior to that where it
has been undersubscribed,” staff
noted in a brief to council. “Staff
recommends that the Village
commits to $10,000 and suggests

Fixin’ the dock on the bay

The Village is going to apply
for support for doing more repairs
to the Village boat launch and
community dock.
C o u n c i l a p p r o v e d s t a ff
applying for a total of $45,000
from the RDCK and the Columbia
Basin Trust.
Council will look to the
CBT’s Community Initiatives
and Affected Area Program for
$30,000; and to the RDCK’s
Community Works Fund for
$15,000, to offset the cost of the
installation of the breakwater
protecting the Nakusp public boat
launch.
“This project is considered
eligible, as it will help retain
the recreational use of the boat
launch, which is open and
available for all to use,” says a
report to council. “Without the
breakwater, launching boats can
become hazardous during periods
of inclement weather.”
Last year, emergency repairs
saved the breakwater from
demolition. However, more work
has to be done to secure the rest of
the facility in the long term.

